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FORWORD

by L.V. Bowring Chairman of the Society

The first volume of the Year Book has been received with cautious enthusiasm and
encouragement to continue. Membership of the Society continues to grow and the level
of support at our meetings and outings indicates that your committee is continuing to
find appropriate items of interest for investigation and discussion. Links with other local
study groups are being developed and these provide mutual stimulus to our several
activities.

Chief among our many concerns is the creation of a friendly atmosphere into which
our single members feel they can venture with the knowledge that they will be made
welcome and able to find companions with similar tastes and interests. The Ash worth
Competition has been a modest success and much of the knowledge and remembrance
which we felt sure lay dorment in the town has blossomed into entries of talent and
ingenuity. Some of the material is reproduced in this volume and we hope to be able to
make use of more in succeeding issues of the Year Book, but how much knowledge
remains untapped?

Many of us know people who have lived varied and interesting lives in the locality
and are possessed of information unknown to, or forgotten, by everyone but themselves.
If we could each persuade one of these to either talk or write (or both) about the things
they know and remember we could fill every succeeding volume of the Year Book up to
the end of the century.
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Friend and patron of the Frome Society: Mrs. Katharine Ashworth, of Wine Street House, in whose
honour the Ashworth Competition and Memorial Lecture are named, at Lockner Holt, her home in
Surrey, about 1960.
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THE ASHWORTH COMPETITION

During the winter of 1987/88 the Society organized and ran a competition with
the aim of collecting memories of Frome. The competition was divided into two
classes, reminiscences, either personal or gathered from older residents, or an
account of any local subject. There were 15 entries, all of a very high standard
which made the judging no easy task. The winning entries are published below
and we hope to print others next year.

BRINGING WATER TO FROME

by W.E. Moody

Only just over a hundred years ago fire-fighting in Frome was greatly
hampered by the inadequacy of the water supply. This depended on wells
and springs, and the amount of water available varied greatly in different
locations. Too often the supply was insufficient to keep even the very puny
and primitive fire-engines of those days in action. Here is an extract from
the account of a fire in August 1858. It comes, as do all the reports quoted
in this essay, from the files of the "Somerset and Wilts Journal".

".....The conflagration broke out a few minutes before mid-day on
Sunday, in a terrace of six houses opposite the top of Bath St. known
as Golden
Knowle....As the bulk of the population were just emerging from the
various chapels and churches, labourers volunteered in
abundance.....The great want, however, was of water. The first supply
was from a pump at the back of the Police Station, and on this becoming
exhausted, resource was had to neighbouring wells. Water was also
brought from a distance in carts. Soon a double line was formed,
containing about 250 people, down Bath Street to the large reservoir in
the Market Place....."1

This "want of water" also foiled an ambitious project in March 1863. The
occasion was a royal wedding—the marriage of Edward, Prince of Wales, to
Alexandra, a Princess of Denmark. All kinds of local celebrations were planned,
and originally it was proposed that all the poor would be given a roast beef
dinner. Later, however, this idea was abandoned in favour of a grandiose
scheme to furnish the town with its very first public baths. A possible site was
found in Church Street,2 but the scheme progressed no further than that. While
the main hindrance was an adequate supply of water, rumours soon began to
spread suggesting that there was a shortage of money for the scheme. There
was at that time no Town Council, or Local Board, and therefore no rates.
Money had to be raised by public subscription, and on this occasion it was
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not forthcoming. This prompted a letter to the Journal at the end of May,
written in the vernacular, which ended thus:-

"....I was terribly disappointed at nqt having Roast Beef on the Prince
of Wales Wedding Day 'til I read in yore paper that Frome.....was going
to give the Poor summatmore substanshal to perpetrate the event; summat
that wud be a permanent benefit.......and not so effemeral as roast beef.
However I've now been told as 't will all end in gas for want of
money.....Do write about it, Mr. Heditor, and oblige your respeckful
servant—Loyal Jemmy."3

Alas, rumour proved to be true, and Loyal Jemmy and the rest were to be
deprived of both their Roast Beef and their Public Baths.

"20th June, 1863—A Public Meeting in connection with the Prince of
Wales Baths Scheme was held on Thursday afternoon at which a small
number of gentlemen were present. It was finally decided that the only
thing to be done that was really practical was to do nothing at all. Thus
terminated the Prince of Wales Baths Scheme after a languishing
existence of nearly four months."4

Within a month the scheme had been revived again with some enthusiasm,
and it was proposed to purchase "Mr. Bridgeman's house in Bath Street,
which is connected at the rear with the Mechanics Hall "5

Mr. Bridgeman's house was what is now the Old Mill Carpet shop, and
the Mechanic's Hall was what many years ago was the Palace Theatre, at the
bottom of Church Steps, and now Brady Supplies. It would appear that the
revived scheme suffered the same fate as its predecessor, for in March 1865,
we read of Mr. Bridgeman's house being adapted for use as the Town Post
Office, which was being moved from its previous location in Vicarage Street.6

In March 1865, the Journal concludes its report of a fire in the Market
Place with these words:- ,

".....The occurrence of four fires within a period of a few months affords
a strong argument for providing a large reservoir of water for such
emergencies....at a trifling expense such a reservoir could be provided
at a level as would supply the whole Town with water by means of
pipes....."7

In September 1865, the Frome Local Board was formed,8 and duly
announced a "ten penny rate" for the first six months of 1866. This was
expected to bring in £600 against an estimated expenditure of £582.9 But
there was no mention of Baths or Water Supply, and indeed when the subject
did arise again the Local Board was to oppose it. That was two years later.

"5th October, 1867.—A notice has been served on the churchwardens
of the Parish of Frome under the provisions of the 5th section of the 9th
and 10th Vict. cap. 74, entitled "An Act to encourage the Establishment
of Public Baths and Wash-houses", calling upon them to convene a
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meeting to consider the said Act.....The notice was signed by 26
ratepayers.....and the churchwardens have issued a notice convening
a public meeting of the Vestry on Tuesday next........” 10

That meeting duly took place and the attendance of rate-payers was so
large that the vestry had to be moved from the Parish Church to the
Mechanics Hall. Here are extracts from the Journal account of that
meeting:-

"Mr. Benjamin Bull said........he found that baths had been advocated a
few years since, but the scheme had not succeeded owing to local
jealousies. Not until the requisition for that meeting was in the course
of signature had he discovered that the Local Board was engaged in
expensive works with regard to drainage....Nevertheless he would propose
that the Act be adopted."
Mr. Jackson Gazill, who had undertaken to second the motion, said
that he had been informed that the Local Board meant to oppose the
measure......He now thought the Act ought to be adopted in a year's time.
If it was to be adopted at once, then he did not now wish to second it......"
Mr. John Izant said that.........he worked at the Elm Iron Works, and to
hims baths would be a great boon.........If no one else had the effrontery
to second the resolution then he would......He had seen a beautiful spring
at Egford that would supply the town.....The water could be easily
conveyed to Cottles Oak, the highest point in the town.........(What a pity
the meeting didn't act on this idea straightaway. So much time and
money, and talking would have been saved).
Mr. Flatman (a member of the Local Board) said.....They all agreed
that baths were very desirable, but were they practical? If they had
waterworks they could then get baths, but to begin with baths was to
begin at the wrong end...................................................
Mr. G.W. Sheppard (another Local Board member).............moved as an
amendment, that the present is not the proper time for adopting the
Act....."
The amendment was seconded, and carried by acclamation.

So the idea of baths, and a reliable water supply, was shelved for another
two years.

"27th November, 1869—We are very pleased to hear that steps are being
taken for obtaining an unlimited supply of pure water for the town........It
appears that there are two sources available......one being the magnificent
spring at Egford, and the other an equally copious spring at
Whitbourne, in the parish of Corsley.....We hear that steps are about
to be taken to bring the question before the inhabitants of Frome by
means of a public meeting "'2

It was to be another eight months before that meeting materialised.
"23rd July, 1870.....The long expected public meeting in furtherance of
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the Water Works Scheme was held on Wednesday evening at the
Mechanics' Hall....The meeting was large and representative...........Samples
of water had been obtained from Whitbourne and Egford.................
The report of Professor E. Frankland, from the Royal College of Chemistry,
was to the following effect. The sample from Egford, if it were not so hard,
would be a good water for domestic purposes. The sample from Whitbourne
was of still better quality—very soft, and a most excellent water.
Mr. E. Birch, of the Institute of Civil Engineers, said..............he had found
that in the neighbourhood of Whitbourne there could be derived an adequate
and excellent supply. The works at Whitbourne would consist of a reservoir
from which a pipe could convey the water by gravitation along the turnpike
road to Cottles Oak where the service supply reservoir
would be constructed........he had made an estimate of the cost and he was
of the opinion that all could be completed for £10,000.............."

All this gave great satisfaction, and the meeting ended by approving a
proposal to form a Limited Liability Company, with capital of £10,000 in £5
shares.13

In November 1870, application was made to the Board of Trade,14 and in
March the following year, tenders were invited for the necessary works at
Whitbourne.15 In April of the same year, a list of charges was announced for
those requiring a supply of water—'Seven pounds per centum per annum on
the value of the premises supplied (which shall include one water-closet)"
plus extra in respect of "each additional water closet, bath, head of cattle,
horse, carriage and garden."16

Then about ten months later came the bombshell:-

"24th February 1872—A special meeting of the shareholders of the Frome
Water Company was held in the Auction Mart on Wednesday
evening.......There was a good attendance, and the proceedings were
somewhat animated. Captain Wickhim, chairman, said he found himself
in a somewhat unenviable position, because, the chief object of that
meeting was to get the sanction of the shareholders to the abandonment
of the work at Whitbourne. The directors had drawn up a report which he
would call upon the secretary to read.
That document was as follows (Extracts) "At the time of the formation
of the Company, a little more than a year ago,......................acting on the
recommendation of the Company's engineer, Mr. Birch, it was
unanimously resolved to obtain the water from Whitbourne, and to make
a trial boring. The results were so satisfactory that the Company's engineer
had no hesitation in advising the construction of a collecting
tank, and sinking a perforated tube.............However, the results did not
answer the expectations of the engineer. Your directors were advised to
continue boring to a depth of 317 feet when, as there was no change of
stratum, they deemed it advisable to suspend operations and ascertain
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the wishes of the shareholders. The directors regret that they cannot
themselves recommend continuance......"''
This statement was not well received, and there was a great deal of

criticism of the directors, and particularly of the engineer who had so strongly
recommended Whitbourne. However, the meeting ended with the resolution
that the Whitbourne scheme be abandoned being carried unanimously.

So the hunt for a possible source of a water supply for Frome was resumed.
In June 1872, a meeting of the Water Company authorised the secretary to
seek the opinion of a "competent engineer" on a possible source of supply
at Gaer Hill. Here there were said to be "twelve springs yielding a copious
supply of water, sufficient for all the requirements of the Company."18

Apparently, the engineer's report was not satisfactory, for nothing more was
heard of this idea, and at some time in 1873 the Frome Water Company gave
up the search and terminated its existence.

Not until October 1874 do we hear the water supply problem mentioned
again, and this time we find the Local Board pursuing the matter.

"10th October, 1874—The report of the committee instructed to enquire
into the sources of water supply in Frome. Your committee report that
the present supply is quite insufficient. The situation of the
springs....prevent the comparatively small amount of water being made
generally available, also the water in many of the springs is
impure.....Your committee have investigated several extra-mural
sources, and arrive at the conclusion that the springs supplying Bradley
Mill, and those at Egford are most deserving of attention. The quantity
of water estimated as desirable is 330,000 gallons daily.....
Bradley Springs are situated about six miles from the town, and the
water could be delivered by gravitation. As regards quantity and
quality, this supply would fully meet the requirements. The Egford
water is situated about a mile westward of Cottles Oak. There are two
good springs near the highroad. That on the south side, yielding about
400,000 gallons daily, would be quite sufficient. The spring on the
north side is estimated as yielding another 300,000 gallons daily. The
quality of the water is good, but harder than the Bradley water.....This
water would require lifting by pumping works "
After long discussion that meeting agreed to get the opinion of a qualified

engineer, and a few days later engaged the services of Mr. Tomlinson,
engineer of the Trowbridge Water Company.19

Two months later, in December 1874, a general meeting of rate-payers and
property owners was called to decide whether to apply to Parliament for
powers to bring water to Frome from Bradley springs. It was a thoroughly
bad- tempered and divisive meeting. One source of irritation was that pressure
was being put on the Local Board by authorities in London. Another problem
was that many property owners who had been quite agreeable to water being
supplied by a private company to those who asked for it, were not so happy
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at the prospect of having to pay through increased rates for water supplied
by the Local Board to everyone. The exchanges became more and more
heated and acrimonious. Eventually the original proposal to apply for powers
to bring water from Bradley springs was opposed:-

"Mr. Messiter moved the following amendment, 'That this meeting
declines to sanction, or approve of, any application for a supply of water
for the Borough in the ensuing session.'
Mr. S. Hams seconded the amendment. A show of hands was taken
amidst the most exciting commotion. Opponents of the scheme asserted
that they were in the majority.....The chairman suggested that hands
should be counted, to which several replied that many were holding up
both hands.....The chairman said that in his opinion those in favour of
the supply had the majority, whereupon the supporters of the
amendment rushed from their places, waved their hats, and declared
that the amendment had been carried "

So the meeting ended in utter confusion.20 A poll of rate-payers was
demanded, and quickly organised, and the result announced at the Local
Board meeting on December 21st:-

"Votes in favour of the resolution 652
Votes against the resolution 866
Voting papers incorrectly filled up 230
Voting papers returned blank 275
Voting papers not given up 87

In consequence of the above result the Local Board has stayed all
further proceedings    towards obtaining a supply of water for the town"21

In any case it had all been time, and effort, and breath wasted, for it later
transpired that the Duke of Somerset, on whose land Bradley springs were,
would not have given permission for the water to be taken from there.22

So, after eleven years, it was back to Square One. And, indeed, it remained
on Square One for almost another three years. Until September 1877, when
at last the Water Supply Committee recommended that the Egford scheme
should be fully investigated. The Local Board agreed, and instructed its water
engineer to sink an experimental well, and provide estimates for the
construction of a pumping station at Egford, and a covered reservoir at Cottles
Oak.23 This estimate, when produced, reckoned that these works, together
with ten miles of mains and with the service pipes to dwellings, could be
provided for £12,500.24 By June 1878, the experimental well had proved to
be entirely successful and the Egford scheme was given the "go ahead"25 In
the ensuing months, tenders were invited, and accepted for the supplying of
pipes,26 the laying of pipes,27 and the construction of steam engines and a
pumping station at Egford.28 In May 1879, it was reported:-

"The laying of pipes connected with the Waterworks has been carried
on vigorously during the past week at The Butts, Weymouth Road and
Wallbridge....."29
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From time to time it was reported that various other streets and districts were
being connected to the supply, and the water began to flow in the spring of
1880. "' In April the following year the first annual report of the Frome
Water-Works was issued:-

"2nd April 1881—Mr. Stowe's report to the Local Board:- Gentlemen,
I have pleasure in presenting my first annual report concerning the
Water-Works. The first service pipe was connected to the mains on
22nd March, 1880, since which time 204 houses, and 259 cottages have
been supplied, also 39 businesses by meter. General satisfaction has
been expressed as to the quality of the water. It finds great favour from
the fact that a considerable saving is effected in tea and in soap. The
supply is abundant. I have tested the springs in the driest weather, and
found not the slightest diminuation. About twelve million gallons have
been used during the year.........................................."3I

So, after thirteen years, the vision of John Izant, iron worker of Elm, that
the beautiful spring he had seen at Egford could easily supply the town of
Frome with water, had become reality.
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REMINISCENCES
by E.O. Clarke

I awoke with a start to the gentle clip clopping of a pony's hooves and the
rattle of milk cans. Hell, I thought, late again. I knew I must be because our
milkman was as regular as a clock, in fact we used him as a clock because
seldom did the only timepiece in our house tell the correct time.

We had two milkmen visit our street each morning. Ernie Creighton who
was always whistling, and his pony and cart, and Pooper Hill who used to
transport a large churn on a cradle slung between two wheels which must
have weighed much more than I would have cared to push around all day.
He would leave the large churn of milk at the end of the road and walk to
his customers carrying a smaller can from which he dipped the measures of
milk. His white overall pockets were loaded down with coppers, the milk
being only about two old pence a pint. We called him Pooper because as he
made his way up and down the street he called milk-o but it always sounded
to us like millpoop, hence Pooper. Ernie Creighton was a well known
character, thin, dapper, always neatly dressed. I think the only time he
stopped whistling was when he was drinking the half pint at the Red Lion.
I remember he had a marvellous knack of stepping backwards off the moving
milk cart with his can and by the time the pony had stopped three or four
houses up the road, Ernie was ladling out the milk into the customers jug.

However I was late again and I knew my employer would chivy me to run
all the way to the Railway Station and back. My job was to collect the daily
papers, which in those days came by train, push them in a little wooden
trolley (nearly all up hill) back to the shop where they would be sorted into
the rounds. I usually finished my round just in time to grab breakfast and run
to school. Little did I think that the time would come when walking, much
less running would be difficult—but who does at thirteen.

Then the great day arrived when I was fourteen and was to leave the
National School in Bath Street where they had tried to educate me for the
last seven years, to earn my living and stake out my future career. I would
have liked to be apprenticed to the carpentry trade but we could not afford
the necessary fees and the fact that apprentices only received pocket money
until the seven years were up. So I waited impatiently for something to turn
up and sure enough a couple of weeks later was a vacancy for a smart lad,
able to cycle, at Hayward and Taylors in Bath Street, the largest butchers
business in the town, so I applied. The boss said I was very small but he
expected I would grow soon. After passing the written examination which
consisted of writing my name and address I was offered the position of errand
boy and the wages would be seven and six per week (Thirty seven and a half
pence today). I eventually stayed with this firm for five years before moving
on to gain experience and the butchery trade became my career for over fifty
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years. My first choice, woodwork, became my hobby and proved to be a
blessing and an outlet for my energy, especially since I have retired.

However, back to the early days. The firm used four vans for collection
and delivery. Three were model T Fords and the newest was a Bullnosed
Morris. You can image what a thrill it was for me to do a trip in these
wonderful old vehicles and it was not long before I had a go at driving but
the first months consisted mainly of collecting and delivering orders, going
to the houses and asking if they wanted anything that day, then back to the
shop, waiting for their orders in time for the meat to be prepared for lunch.

Almost every shop, whatever the trade, employed an errand boy in those
days and it was quite usual for a group of six or more to meet and have a
natter. In fact, though there was little traffic on the roads' the streets always
seemed to be full of whistling errand boys, wasting their bosse's time. The
carrier bikes we used were extra strong, mostly Hercules, with the basket
carrier welded on to the front frame above the wheel. On many, to enable the
poor boy to carry a bigger load, the front wheel was made smaller so that the
basket could be made twice the size and believe me for a not so strapping
lad of five feet nothing, it was some job propelling a fully laden bike up the
hills of Frome. However I soon learned the knack.

Frome United Brewery during the course of demolition in 1959from a photograph by Una Green. It
was formerly a cloth mill and stood in Broadway.
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Tuesdays and Wednesdays used to be the exciting times of the week. On
Mondays the boss used to go to Sparkford Market to buy cattle, Sparkford
being one of the markets where you could rely on a supply of fat Devon
cattle, large red coated animals mostly with huge horns, some three feet
across. These animals would be transported back to Frome by train and after
the customers orders had been delivered or the rounds done, as we called it,
about four of us under the leadership of the head slaughterman would be sent
to drive the Devons from the station to the slaughterhouse, or if they were to
be kept alive a little longer, to one of the fields kept for the purpose. My job
was to run ahead and prevent the cattle straying from the appointed route. I
would stand in the entrance of a byroad or someone's drive and wave my
stick and more often than not I was scared stiff in case these huge ferocious
looking animals decided to ignore my instructions and charge past me. This
they often did and then it was a case of running like mad to round them up
and direct them back to the right route.

Wednesdays was the special day. Being market day there was the usual
sale of livestock in the cattle market and in the upper market there would be
many stalls selling everything you can image as it does today. These stalls
attracted crowds of people making their weekly visit to the town and
overflowing to the shops in the local streets.

Christchurch Street East about 1955 from a photograph by Peter Fry. On the right is the Lamb Brewery
taken down in 1959.
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As soon as we got back from dinner we awaited the return of the boss from
market when he would give us our instructions such as—6 pigs pen No. 22,
4 pigs pen 30, to go to Catherine Hill slaughterhouse, 6 sheep to go to
Merchants Barton slaughterhouse and perhaps the odd bullock or two to go
to a field. Pigs are the most awkward animals to drive. They will insist on
going the opposite way to the one you want and once started they take a lot
of stopping. Just imagine driving ten or a dozen bad tempered and unsociable
pigs from the lower market, through the town, up Stony Street and round
into Catherine Hill and the whole route crowded with people, horses and
carts, and the odd lorry. On one occasion a group of pigs decided to go via
a ladies outfitters in Stony Street, in the main door, right round the shop
sniffing and snuffling, and of course leaving souvenirs on the floor. Believe
me it wasn't only the pigs that were squealing and we were well and truly
told off for allowing it to happen. Another time we were driving a bunch of
cattle from the market and one escaped and despite all our efforts we could
not catch it. The next day the farmer who had sold it phoned to say that the
cow had just walked back into the yard and this was over seven miles away.

In those days lots of people kept a pig and the butcher was expected to
slaughter and cut it up and to cure the mains parts for bacon. It was usual to
give some bacon to the butcher when it was cured and I must say the flavour
was superb compared with our modern methods.

One such pig keeper was our local St. Louis convent, which was a school,
and kept pigs to dispose of waste food. Every few months we would be
required to collect a large fat pig and two days later deliver large trays of
pork and the etcs. On one occasion the van driver and I had been sent to fetch
this pig in the van and in order to get it into the van it had to be driven or led
or guided down a long garden path. It would not be driven or led and insisted
on going any way but where we wanted it to. Eventually the nun who looked
after the pigs came along and making cooing noises and twitching her fingers
walked in front of the pig who followed her right to the van and stood still
while we lifted it inside and closed the doors. Mind, the nun spoke in French
so I expect the pig didn't understand our "Zummerset" dialect.

A few months after I had started in the Butchering trade there occurred a
vacancy for a lad in the Butts Hill shop. The then "lad", Bill Coles decided
to retired-he must have been sixty five. This shop was one of several owned
by my boss and I asked him if he would take on my brother, which he did.
My brother was thirteen months older than me and had been working on a
farm so was used to animals. The boss said he would train my brother as a
slaughterman and me as a shopman cutter so that one day we would be able
to set up in business together and would be qualified to do the whole job
from start to finish, but while I achieved my ambitions and owned my own
shop, my brother became a Jack of all trades.

The Butts Hill shop, which is still there today, stood at the top of a triangle
which enclosed a most interesting part of the town.
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The west side was bounded by our shop slaughterhouse and lower down
the Wesleyan Chapel. The Butts Hill road in those days was fairly narrow
and the east side ran parallel with the high and strong wall belonging to the
Lamb Brewery who occupied most of the triangle. The wall bore many scars
caused by wide vehicles trying to pass. The eastern side was Gorehedge
which was a narrow, almost L shaped road, bordered on one side by a
collection of cottages and houses which I am sure today would be an
antiquarian dream. Why the name Gorehedge? Some say it was the scene of
a bloody battle at the time of the Monmouth rebellion. I expect local
historians would know the truth about that. For me the main interest was in
the brewery. Frome boasted two in those days—The Lamb and The United
in Vallis Way—alas both overtaken by time and progress.

The men used to start work at six o'clock and go home to breakfast at eight,
each carrying their daily allotment of ale, about a gallon I think this was, to
sustain them while they were away. Although the men were not supposed to
drink at work its surprising how many managed to maintain their red noses
and faces. Many a time I have seen the yard gates open and a large farm cart
pulled by two horses, straining every muscle to pull its load of spent hops,
all steaming and smelling of beer, to the top of the hill and then onto the farm.

Deliveries of beer were made by horses as well in those days and I never
ceased to be amazed by the strength of the drivers who man-handled the huge
wooden barrels up and down onto the carts, and still preserved their toes and
fingers.

Later, of course, the brewers bought lorries for the longer deliveries, made
mainly by Leyland or Dennis with solid rubber tyres, and half doors which
provided the driver and his mate with little or no protection in bad weather,
and a huge shiny radiator which the driver polished like silver. My main
interest was in the boiler house on the Gorehedge side of the brewery. There
were two large doors through which they took deliveries of coal and us
youngsters could watch the black and sweating stokers feed the huge boilers
and of course in the absence of television and very little street rowdyism
(who would have dared? We were all too afraid of the Bobby on the beat) to
us this was excitement enough.

In later years the two Frome breweries amalgamated and it was not long
before the survivor was taken over by a national company and both premises
became empty and derelict. Then to satisfy the needs of the ever increasing
motor car the site was cleared and a large road junction now stands in its
place. I well remember the final humiliation of the brewery when I and
hundreds of other locals watched the factory chimney thrown to the ground
in a haze of dust, a last reminder of the good old days.

Before all this happened the butchery business went on in its own
unspectacular way except perhaps, when a steer destined for the block, got
loose in the yard and created havoc before being lassooed and roped down.
The Butts Hill slaughterhouse was mainly used for beef slaughter and
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preparing all the edible insides and I think the way the tripe was prepared
still makes an interesting story. First we had to have lime which was used to
clean the tripe. We got our supplies of limestone from Mells where the
quarried limestone was cooked in large kilns for many hours. When the
stomach of the cow was washed and turned inside out it was placed in a tub
of water into which three or four large rocks of limestone had been dissolved
and the mixture used to boil and bubble like a witches cauldron. This
treatment enabled the tripe man to scrape away all the unwanted nasty bits
and at the same time it bleached the tripe a creamy white colour. Incidently,
another use for the lime was to make up a bucketful and paint all the walls,
which with many applications were snowy white. After the tripe had been
bleached and washed it had to be cooked. This was done in a large washing
type boiler which stood outside, only the top protected by galvanised iron.
The tripe then had to cook for about five hours. The cooking usually took
place in the evening, this being the last job in the slaughtering routine.

Many a time I walked past the shop when the tripe was cooking and the
smell was equal to that of a bakery or hotel kitchen. When it was taken out
after five hours it was still only partly cooked and the customer was required
to cook it again for one and a half hours. However the task of taking off the
tripes usually fell to Mr. Bushell, who was the shop manager and lived above
the shop. On the odd occasion if he was going out for the evening, my brother

Vanished Frome: Gorehedge, traditionally associated with the Monmouth rebellion but in reality taking
its name from a triangular shape, from a photograph by AS. Ashby about 1925.
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was told to go back and take out the tripes at eight o'clock. Of course
sometimes he forgot with the result that the tripe was fully cooked and
weighed only half of what it should. When this overcooked tripe was in the
shop the next day, it was lovely to cut a lump and eat it. In those days before
supermarkets and the like, and in the absence of all the modern prepared
meats, and when chickens and turkeys were a luxury only eaten at Christmas
and Easter, the butchers shop held an important place in catering for our daily
meals and there must have been some twenty butchers in Frome, most who
owned their own slaugherhouse or who shared one. In Catherine Hill there
were two who specialised in bacon curing and all the extras that go with it.
Using the pig bladder to fill with lard, the head for brawn, the gut for
chitterling, even the pigs feet and tails were scrubbed and cooked. It was truly
said that the only part of a pig you could not use was its squeal. Can you
imagine it these days, twenty or so pigs being driven down Catherine Hill to
the rear of a shop to be slaughtered and dealt with but they did and nearly
every day.

With the outbreak of the second world war and the rationing, all this ceased
and all meat production was confined to one depot at Merchants Barton where
it continues today though in a much more modern form.

I feel sure Frome in my errand boy days was a more exciting and interesting
place than it is today. There was much more and varied industry. Famous
West of England cloth being made in several factories, two breweries, a milk
factory and its constant rattle of churns, and a blacksmith in Christchurch
Street making and fitting horseshoes. We had a firm who made gas ovens
and even the huge gasometers. The craftsmen of Wilson and Scotchman, in
Keyford, who converted the English oak trees into huge vats for the famous
Irish brewers to mature their wares. There were even motor cars made in
Frome in Butts Hill.

Who can forget the political meetings held in the open in the Market place,
the hecklers, the drunks, and even if I did not understand all that was being
said, I found excitement and exhileration just by being there.

Then there were the knife and scissor grinders with their bicycles adapted
with a stand to hold it upright while the operator peddled away to sharpen
the knives or scissors on grinding wheels driven from a belt round the back
wheel.

The memories of the old fruit and fish salesman who pushed his barrow
around the streets, calling his wares in a voice that a town crier would have
been proud of and if the mackerel fishing was good he would go round calling
"Weymouth mackerel" even late on a Sunday evening.

The concerts by the town band every Sunday in the summer in the park.
The bandsmen in their splendid uniforms-, the music, the enclosure where
for three pence you would be conducted to a seat in front of the bandstand.
Outside the enclosure hundreds of local citizens who stand and enjoy the
concert free of charge. These were great occasions for us because there were
not many radios or opportunities to hear music in those days.
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I know change or progress as it is called is inevitable and time cannot stand
still'but sixty years ago our playground was the streets, to bowl our hoops,
to whip our spinning tops, and a great favourite was to play six a side hockey
with a stick cut from the hedge and a small stone as a ball. Only now and
again did we have to halt to allow a car or other vehicle to pass. In our narrow
streets many of the front doors of the terraced houses opened onto the
pavements and the occupiers took great care to keep the door and windows
clean and polished to present a good image to the passer by. Now the few
such houses that are left are constantly plastered in mud thrown up by the
ever speeding traffic.

As I sit here reminiscing and comparing then and now, I think what a
blessing and a curse the motor car is. The freedom and luxury of travel
available to everyone to see our country and even the world which was
beyond the scope of the working man in the twenties. To fetch and carry how
and when we like, to enjoy the work and wealth created, but why don't they
confine the heavy goods traffic to the railways instead of enlarging the size
and increasing the speed of the lorries which are grinding our roads and
buildings to ruins. Cromwell at the height of his power did not create a
fraction of the death and destruction of the motor car.

Frome Town Band was much in demand to lead all kinds of processions. Here the Band heads a labour
demonstration in 1917 from Wallbridge to Badcox.
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Our towns and cities have all been drastically butchered to improve and
make way for more and more motor cars. Without doubt the last sixty years
has seen more change than at any time in history and now at my age I am
content to look on and take advantage of the modern aids to assist me in my
hobby and I am happy.
N.B. Gorehedge derives from Old English, Gara, a triangular piece of land. It is mentioned in the
will of Henry Vincent in 1487—200 years before Monmouth's time. Before redevelopment
Gorehedge was triangular in shape. Ed.

FROME THE MARKET TOWN

by Arthur Court

The Market will move from its present site to Standerwick in the near
future. It will not be the first time it has moved, as the late J.O. Lewis wrote
in his History of the Market Place.

He wrote "It would be interesting to try to picture the Market Place of the
first three centuries after the Norman Conquest. An Inn there must have been.
The usual quiet little place woke up for its weekly market, and resumed its
repose the next day. The fairs must have been events that folk looked forward
to and saved what they could to spend at the stalls on fair days."

Our historian wrote: "When Frome Fair fell on a Wednesday they held
the Market on Tuesday. They simply could not contend with both on the
same day."

The Market was then held in the Market Place. A picture printed in the
Somerset Standard on 16 October 1936, taken about 1860, clearly shows the
rows of pens and posts to which the cattle and horses were tied and a row of
iron pillars stood along the edge of the pavement from the Crown Hotel to
beyond the Post Office. These were used to tether cattle and horses. There
was also an iron drinking trough by the Post Office. This trough remained
there until well into this century.

The whole area of the Market Place as we know it today was not big
enough. Cattle stood a long way up Bath Street. Cheese was pitched on the
pavement bedded in straw in front of the church lych gate. At the foot of
Rook Lane Green Mr. Charles Harding Senr set up his auctioneers rostrum.
This was the scene of Frome Market so ably described by Mr. J.O. Lewis.

This state of affairs continued until 1871 when the Frome Agricultural
Society called a meeting for the purpose of forming a Market Company.
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Some of the problems of a town market: (above) The main access to the market at Bridge Street
has its limitations and (below) difficulties with parking, loading and unloading.
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Farmers and tradesmen were invited to purchase £10 shares in this company
in order to purchase a new site for the Market. The estimated cost would be
£7,000. This company was duly formed, and the land where the Market had
operated since 1874 was purchased.

I will now pick up the story of Frome Market as I have seen it since early
in this century. Horse-drawn carts and traps filled the town on Market days,
the sound of cracking whips, the clip clop of trotting horses filled the air on
Wednesdays. Horses were brought into into Market for sale by horse dealers
who had a separate area to tie and trot their animals. These were trotted up
and down before likely buyers. A deal was struck after much haggling, and
the eventual handshake sealed the bargain.

In those days there were two separate auctions with separate rings and
pens. Messrs. Cooper and Tanner and Messrs. Harding and Sons both sold
stock. They had an arrangement of first and second auctions which alternated
from week to week. This was done in order for dealers to purchase at either
auction. There seemed to be no great animosity between the auctioneers who
both had their separate clients.

At this time Bridge Street had a row of cottages and a shop on the corner
of Justice Lane. At the corner of the entrance to the Market was a
Blacksmith's Shop where farmers had their horses shod while they sold their
stock in the market. Later on, when the motor car became popular, Mr.
Martin, known to most farmers as 'Darkie Martin' took over this Blacksmith's
Shop to build car trailers.

Next to the Blacksmith was the Market Office where the Market Bailiff
stood to collect tolls on all the stock which entered the Market. This man's
name, oddly enough, was Mr. Frome, and he ran the little tobacco shop on
the corner of Scott Road.

The man who followed him was a retired sergeant of police named Mr.
Neighbour—I am indebted to Mr. Percy Quick for this information—The
right to collect tolls goes right back to the time of the granting of a Charter
to hold a market in the town. The collection of tolls at the rate of about one
old penny per animal continued until 1971 when the Frome Council bought
out the shares of the Frome Market Company paying £11-9 shillings for each
ten pound share. These shares had been held by local businessmen, and when
a shareholder died his shares were sold by auction. They very seldom made
£10 per share. The tolls continued to be collected at the Market Gate until
the Second World War, when the auctioneers were asked to become unpaid
collectors of these tolls. This practice continues today with tolls being paid
to Mendip District Council through the auctioneers. The charges have, of
course, been adjusted in line with modern stock values.
Messrs. Harding's business was taken over by Messrs. Quartleys who
eventually gave up their livestock auction in the Market. The offices and
buildings they owned were purchased by the Frome Council. These were
demolished at the same time as the cottages, shop and Blacksmith's Shop.
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These had also been purchased by the Frome Council. This was done in order
to make room for car parking, and to give better visibility at the entrance to
the Market. If we care to go back even further in the history of the Market
we find that the large brick building, now a DIY store, was built at the
beginning of this century to accommodate the regular sales of cheese. Frome
was a noted centre for Cheese sales, and buyers came from all over Britain
to buy Somerset Cheddar Cheese at the Frome sales. This practice dwindled
as town delivery of the daily pinta reduced farmhouse cheesemaking.

Then, during World War One, Messrs. Singers took over this large
building to make munitions for the War Office. The great pity was that this
large building was not purchased for the Market after the war. I believe that
if this had been done there would have been no need to move the Market
from its present site. I am sure that with this building and the land behind it
in possession of the Market, a new entrance could have been made across
the river to Welshmill. However, the chance was allowed to pass and there
will be no going back. There were two major events held in Frome Market
for many years; the November Fair held on the last Wednesday of that month,
known as Candlemass Fair, and, on the last Wednesday in February, this big
fair known as Orange Fair. This may have been because Seville oranges were
on sale at about this time of the year. On these big fair days some hundreds
of cattle came into the Market. These were driven on foot, often

The old market hall might have provided enough accommodation for the market to stay in Frome.
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in large herds collected by drovers who made their living by driving cattle
to and from sales, and markets. These men often slept rough in the hay barns,
and were given food by the farmer's wife before setting off with the stock to
market.

This system of droving on foot to and from markets must have continued
well into the 1930's as cattle lorries were few and far between in the twenties.
In fact I can personally remember helping to drive fat cattle to Mere from
Maiden Bradley during the First World War. This was the nearest Grading
Centre for fat cattle, a walk of over six miles from Priory Farm where we
lived. It was not easy to keep control of cattle where hedges at the roadside
were non-existent beyond Stourton.
These two annual fairs were big events for Frome as buyers and sellers came
from a wide area. They erected pens made of sheep hurdles in the open area
of the Market to contain all these extra cattle.

The old Black Swan Inn used to come into its own on Market days of
yesteryear. Many horses were stabled on Wednesday beneath the Literary
Institute building. There were also stables in all the other public houses in
the town. Most of these hostelries had a man known as an 'ostler' who looked
after the horses while they were stabled. The interesting thing I find in
looking back at the changes in the Market is that, in the middle of this
century, pigs, poultry and eggs seemed to dominate the regular weekly trade.
Now, as we approach the end of the century, pigs are almost non-existent in
Frome Market, eggs have dwindled to a fraction of the many thousands which
used to be sold each week and the number of live poultry has almost dwindled
to nothing.

One can only suppose that these animals and produce are marketed direct
to egg packers and abattoirs in this modern age, and store pigs go direct from
breeder to feeder.

Now that the decision to move the Market from the centre of our town,
whose streets were certainly not designed to deal with huge articulated cattle
wagons known as road trains, I believe we can look forward to a Market
which will expand, and its new design will allow easier loading and handling
of stock. This will mean that animals will be under much less stress than
they have been in the obsolete and delapidated buildings which we have had
to make do with for far too long.

If anyone takes the trouble to visit such modern markets as Shrewsbury,
Carmarthen or Chippenham they will wonder how Frome Market has
managed to expand at all in recent times. We have a golden opportunity to
expand agricultural business in Frome and district. The planners have agreed
to allow ancillary business, which is closely linked to agriculture, to develop
with the new Market at Standerwick. I am convinced that this will be
beneficial for Frome anad district. The old argument that shopping in Frome
will suffer because the market has gone will, I am sure, be proved incorrect.

Most traders will say that Wednesday is not their best day of the week any
longer. I do not believe that country people come to Frome only on Market
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The market place in 1870 showing the raised paved area where the produce market was held. The post
and rails were used to tether horses and cattle.

days. Most people who shop in Frome from the villages have motor cars.
They come when it suits them, and they tend to go where car parking is best.
With the Market area now open for development we have a great chance to
provide adequate parking near the centre of the town. We also have the
chance, which will perhaps not come again for many years, to do something
really worthwhile for our new town centre. The old Market Place will not
ring with cries from the market stalls or the crack of the coachman's whip,
but it can remain—one hopes—carefully preserving the old buildings to
remind us of the days when cattle, sheep and pigs were penned where our
Market Cross now stands.

Source of Information
Somerset Standard, October 1936
Reprint of Mr. J.O. Lewis' History of Frome Market
Place and Mr. Percy Quick.
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RANDOM JOTTINGS OF LIFE IN THE '20s and 30s
by E. Carpenter

Born in Naish's Street means that I have better recollections of that area
than in other parts of the town. One of my early memories of Frome's social
(or anti-social) services was, on having contracted Scarlet Fever, I was
bundled into a horse drawn vehicle and taken to the Isolation Hospital which
was about opposite Albion Place, where I spent six weeks. Meanwhile all
the bedclothes at home were taken for disinfection and practically ruined,
quite a nightmarish incident reminiscent of the Dickensian era.

In Naish's Street Stephano's carried on a fruit and vegetable and icecream
business, then in the late '20s Paniccia took over. I recall the solid tyre lorries
from the G.W.R. bringing up large stalks of bananas—and as kids we used
to help carry some of them into their stores, snapping off the odd one and
pocketing it for future ripening. Also seen to arrive there was a lorry from
the Bath Ice Company bringing large blocks of ice to help with the
refrigeration.

In Baker Street, or Brandy Lane as we first knew it, we often saw the
Foden Steam Wagon of Spillers that brought flour to Wakeham's bakery,
and today the pulley wheel can still be seen that was used as a hoist for the
sacks of flour to a high level store. I can recall the wagon coming down the
street with the odd hot cinder falling out! Riley's at the bottom of Broadway
was home for several of these steam wagons, the garages are still there.

Back to the end of Baker Street and the top of Selwood Road was an area
which we called the Plantation, waste ground with odd bushes etc. and we
used this as a play area. In Baker Street Mr. Udell had a coal business and I
recall how his two horses would be brought down Naish's Street about 6p.m.
down to a field for an overnight stay. On their journey down they would
always manage to exercise their bowels, and people were always ready for
a bucket of manure, if it was outside our house it was "ours" but a bit further
down the street—no chance, other people lurking behind their doors were
lucky!

Next to Paniccia's was the Salvation Army Citadel, where on a Tuesday
evening children had a meeting, and I went to it very often. Before that it
was a Baptist Chapel. Top of Naish's Street were Chinnock's buildings, then
Union Street and on to the United Breweries premises. In between these
places was a free church at Starveacre.

Vallis Way has seen much change, with the disappearance of the Brewery
and old Freddie Coomb's scrap iron business at the corner of Horton Street.
Two very large iron wheels were there for a long time. Mr. Coombs was
quite a character as well as being a local councillor, having much to say on
the Waterworks at Egford. In this neighbourhood several pubs have gone—
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the White Swan, the Standard (Horton Street), the Swan in Badcox, the King's
Head in Trinity Street and also the Bell, the Angel, and in Catherine Street
the Anchor and the Castle in Catherine Hill.

The corner shops were very much in evidence, apart from Paniccia's
Naish's Street also had Riggs at the top, Abbey and Rendell at the bottom. I
recall in Rendall's how one counter was in use for all commodities. Paraffin,
butter, spuds and sweets etc. everything came over that old counter, couldn't
have done us much harm, we are still alive to tell the tale! In such a shop we
as kids had much to tempt us,—a fourway divide for a penny—one
gobstopper, 10 aniseed balls, an everlasting strip, or a piece of dried locust!
Lucky bags were a high priority and I fancy Bishops on the High Pavement
in Paul Street were specialist in this luxury. Some of the local shops had their
speciality— Wakehams for their ice slices, Alcocks for their bread rolls.

What a wonderful age! In Trinity Street one could get pigs trotters—
steaming hot—black puddings etc. and delicious scallops from Holborn's
fish shop, they don't come better today. Opposite the King's Head was
Applegate's shop with a large legend over the top—Pro Bono Publico! Grist
had a shop and Bert the son would go around the neighbourhood with a
handcart selling greengrocery to all and sundry.

Trinity Street about 1900 from a postcard. The Bell Inn is on the left.
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Mention of Holborn's fish shop, there was another one in Badcox-
Birtwhistle's and I used to queue there on a Saturday for our one and one etc.
Up four or five steps into the shop—dark green painted walls and several
pictures, one The Guardsman Who Dropped It (referring to his rifle) and one
of Widecombe Fair—Old Tom Pearce etc. I have often wondered what
became of them, so many old Frome people would have looked at them as
they inched their way to the counter. As young chaps we found the 'thing to
do' was to have a plate of fish and chips in his back room, scrubbed top tables,
etc. Quite an event. Mr. Fred Stone was then in charge, that explained the
other picture of the then Frome Swimming Club.

Several market gardeners would bring their produce into Frome, a Mr. A.
Carpenter from Dilton had a regular stand in Palmer Street on Saturday whilst
a Mr. Blewitt also found business up the Badcox area supplying the Parfitt's
shop in Catherine Street.

Christchurch Street, East and West, has seen much change with the two
cloth mills closing—Houston and Tuckers—and the two Breweries United
and Lamb have long since gone. Also the smithy opposite St. John's School.
Next to the Portway Chapel was the old Vaudeville home of local variety.
At the top of Bath Street traffic was directed by an R.A.C. man standing in
the shadow of a large lamp standard. Then in Station Road the West Park
Dairy was built, to be later taken over by the Express Dairy, now all gone
and superseded by G. Reeves.

An early carnival parade in Christchurch Street West about 1907 when motor cars were still something
of a novelty.
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The railway had several sidings, one serving the Dairy where milk was
sent off in rail tankers, and the other sidings ran along the outside of the Old
Malt House buildings, now gone, save the outside wall, and of course the
railway has been much decimated. Time was when the Frome G.W.R. was a
busy station, with the Channel Islands Boat Express calling at 5.30p.m. and
the next stop being Reading—fancy having to change for Westbury! Local
services to Bristol via Radstock were quite popular, football specials and
shopping. I recall l/6d evening trips to Bristol, and 3/3d evening trips to
Teignmouth and Dawlish. For halfday to London the fare was 7/6d.

The river Frome has over the years been the cause of much trouble, severe
flooding at Wallbridge and the Market Place and Welshmill. The river has
been re-aligned to alleviate the Market Place flooding but Wallbridge can
still be subject to deep floods. But one's thoughts go back to the day when
four boys were drowned at Willow Vale in about 1930, the stone bridge on
which they were standing gave way and the boys were thrown into the flooded
river. A sobering thought for me, I stood on that same bridge about a quarter
of an hour before and could feel the bridge shaking!

The Frome Town Band has also played quite a large part in the life of
Frome. Always available for the big occasion, from playing at the football
matches, marching to and from the ground to set the seal on home games,
back to their band room in the Old Blue Boar Yard, just about where the
library now stands. I remember going to practise with my father who assisted
the band for a very long time. Highlights of those far off days was playing
under Sir Don Godfrey in the Winter Gardens at Bournemouth, also visits to
Burnham-on-Sea, where we were taken in Bath Tramways Char-a-banc solid
tyres with separate rows of seats mounted by steps from the outside. If it came
on to rain en route the canvas had to be unstrapped from the back and passed
over to the front of the bus where it would be lashed down at several places.
On the way to Burnham the band would stop at Wedmore and give the locals
a few tunes before resuming the journey, then a couple of concerts in the park.

Street games were played without any danger from traffic, five stones, tops,
hoops, playing flip cards, knock down etc. plenty of scooter activity. If we
were playing football we were soon scattered by the appearance of a
policeman, they had authority in those days. Street vendors would include
singer, knife grinder, even a piper—then the folk would declare a fire was
imminent! — the odd vagrant asking for his billycan to be filled with hot
water. If anyone was heard kicking an empty tin, then that was the signal for
a death!

At the lower end of Catherine Street stood the old Temperance Hall. We
were invited there to sign the pledge to abstain from alcoholic drink. Mr.
Fricker supplied magic lantern slides and Mr. Vallis generally was in charge—
their old edifice has long since disappeared.
Our Sunday school outings had very humble beginnings, from up on the old
Rugby field in Nunney Road to visiting Vallis and running a few races,
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paddling and climbing the rocks and then a cup of tea. Then followed a trip
to Cranmore and Stourton Tower—open lorries were the transport, from the
local builder Sewards, Chisletts—certainly would not be allowed today.

I remember the swimming galas held at the Victoria Baths. As school
children we were marched to the Baths, and we of the Council School sat
alongside one length whilst the National School were opposite and the
Wesley occupied one gallery and the Secondary School the others. The
cheering etc. for our schools was deafening.

And the annual event I best recall was the Armistice Service held at the
Memorial Hall. The local dignitaries and assocations paraded at the Drill
Hall and the procession led by the Frome Town Military Band made its way
to the Hall. I can remember being impressed by the firemen with their large
brass helmets and big boots marching along, the band was flanked by scouts
carrying paraffin flares.

The Fire Brigade always proved their worth to the town, a most efficient
service, back to the times of the old steamer then the Maudley tender an open
truck sort of vehicle solid with hose stacked in compartments alongside. Then
followed the Dessin engine and very proud they looked on it especially on
Carnival nights as they processed round the town. They held an open day or
fete in the park and I recall a temporary structure resembling a house from
which rescues were effected from the blazing house. The fire siren was
situated at the Lamb Brewery top of Bath Street, it made quite an awesome
sound heralding some sort of disaster. In the early twenties a big fire at Cheap
Street taxed their resources to the limit, and in recognition of their effort a
stone sculpture of a fireman's head was placed over the entrance to the Fire
Station.
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Several areas of the town have disappeared. Chinnocks Buildings, Union
Street etc. whilst Badcox Lane Chapel, Rook Lane, Salvation Army, Bethel
have long since closed. The site of the old National Schools is now the
Makings. Top of Gorehedge, now being rebuilt, was the Unemployment
Exchange where Captain Shead reigned supreme.
As a boy I was often taken forja walk along Rodden Road, a country lane,
odd gas lamps and Lyndhurst Terrace and Kimberley Cottage were the only
houses, an open stream of water ran under the railway bridge and the road
led up to the top of Styles Hill before the 'New Road' was built. Going to the
Gas Works with a trolley to fetch coke was another hard chore—pushing it
up Welshmill Hill—GOOD OLD DAYS (??) Still much more to recall but
a lot has been written in Frome Then and Now.

THE SEA MONSTER

Green is the sea by day, and black by night,
Dark is the cavern where the monster lies
Motionless, as he opens weary eyes
That pierce the gloom, with ever failing sight.
He waits, as he has waited endlessly;
He dreams, (and every dream is happiness)
Of shoreless seas, and water limitless,
When Earth and sky were in their infancy;
When rain, for forty days and forty nights
Swept down in torrents from a leaden sky,
Submerged and drowned, with dire ferocity
The tail-less, finless, scaleless parasites
Who walked with scorn upon the pebbled beach,
And flung their nets with murderous intent.
The man-destroying deluge, heaven-sent,
Brought peaceful power within the monster's reach,
Until, with disbelief and mighty roar
He watched the waters ebb, the sea subside,
The jagged peaks appear, the mountain side,
The grassy slopes, and last, the pebbly shore.
The monster, tired and barnacled, has lain
For countless ages, in the greeny gloom
Within the cavern, soon to be his tomb,
His wordless wish, for rain, and rain, and rain
To fall and fall, and flood the Earth again.

I. Wilson
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A LETTER FROM LIMERICK 1793

The following letter from Arkles Horner to his parents who lived near
Frome still affects the reader nearly two centuries after it was written. Arkles
tells his parents that he had received no reply to his previous letter and it is
to be feared that the same fate befell this one as it was delivered to the wrong
Homers and has remained in their family archives since. It is annotated by
Thomas Horner (1734-1804), Squire of Mells, 'Directed by mistake by a
private in the army supposed to be a relation of Radden (Rodden, near Frome)
Homers'. The Manors of Rodden and Flintford belonged to the Homers of
Mells until 1664 and there was a collateral branch of the family resident there.
Hercules, of which presumably Arkles is a corruption, was a Horner family
name.

The letter is written in a rather florid but legible hand and despite the quaint
spelling is a tribute to the standard of local education in Frome at the end of
the 18th Century when the Grammar School had a high reputation. Apart
from its charm the letter shows the young private as far from 'the scum of
the earth' of Wellington's famous phrase: rather as a gentle, dutiful young
man satisfied with his lot but somewhat homesick for his family and friends.
There is a public housed called the Ring O'Bells in Broadway, Frome, which
has existed on the same site since before 1774 which may be that referred
to.

I am grateful to the Earl of Oxford and Asquith for permission to publish
Arkles' letter.

Ireland Limerick Barricks July 16th 1793
Honoured Father and Mother this comes with my Kind love to you

hoping thes fue Lines will find you in good healthe as itt Leaves me att
prisent thinks be to god for itt. I send you a letter but I Receved no
Answer I should be very Glad to have a Letter from you and all my
Aquintence. John Cox is coming home att the Ring a Beels with me for
he is not felt for the Sarvis. Rember my kind Love to my Father &
Mother and all inquirring Frinds that wish me well I are vere well
contented in my Station and in a good Regement. I am in the 34
Regement of Foot Lying in Limerick Barricks in Ireland. We left
Chatham Barricks Last Ester Munday and Took Shiping att Graves End
for Ireland. We Landed a the Cove of Cork the 20 Day. We was 19
Days on Bord the Ship, thear was 300 a 7 on Bord. We had 4 Men and
1 child Died on the Voige. We went to Kingsail and theare we was
Drafted in Devirent Regiment, thear was 4 Transports in Company a
Bout 1200 men and 70 ode went in the 34 Regement. I left William
Smith att Chatham Barricks and hard aney think of him sence and whear
he is gon I cant tell. Every thing in Limerick is very Resable Beeff and
Muten is 2 pence halfpenny a pound Beer 2 pence halfpenny a Quart,
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Pottows very chip Salmon 2 pence a pound and Every thing is
propotinon. Our Regement is to Remain in Ireland During the War.
Rember my kind Love to my brothers and Sesters.
I shall be very glad to have a letter as soon as you can.
Derect to me as thes for Arkles (Horner) Privet Soulder in the 34
Regement of Foot in Major Noos [Knowles?] Company at Limerick
Barricks Or Elce Whear.
So No more from Dutfull Sun Arkles Horner

Postmarked 'Limerick' and addressed:
To William Horner

att Mells Near
Froome
Summersetshire
England

M.McG
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PORTRAIT GALLERY No. 2:
Lord Algernon St. Maur
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Lord Algernon St. Maur from a photograph taken about 1860. He was born
on 22nd December, 1813, the third son of Edward Adolphus, 11th Duke of
Somerset. All three brothers succeeded to the dukedom in turn. Lord
Algernon was an officer in the Royal Horse Guards (the 'Blues' where he
was nicknamed 'Mousey') as a young man but not a little of his attention was
given to those pursuits with which the typical old English squire has always
been identified. He married Horatia Morier in 1845. She lived until 1915.
They had four children. Lord Algernon was a rather shy character, physically
light and spare. He loved horses and had a passion for coaching; it was said
that he was 'never happier than when sitting on his coach and holding the
ribbons of the four fine animals harnessed to it'. He often drove the
Quicksilver or Devonport Mail and the Exeter Telegraph, averaging 11 miles
an hour the whole journey.

For many years Lord Algernon lived at Wilcot Manor House in Wiltshire
where he and his four sons hunted every day with the Tedworth. In his Fox-
Hunting Recollections, Sir Reginald Graham has left a good pen portrait of
the future duke: 'A light weight', he writes, 'he always rode thoroughbred
horses which could gallop, and when hounds were running nothing could
restrain his ardour. Wherever he was, it was impossible to resist the charm
of his old- fashioned courtesy and kindly nature; no wonder he was beloved
by all who knew him. In former times he was often to be found in Hyde Park
or at Tattersall's, arm in arm with his inseparable companions, Mr. George
Lane Fox and the Earl of Macclesfield. During the sixties and seventies this
trio was known as the 'ancient critics', for no horse or carriage in London
could escape their observation or their verdict. Lord Algernon was a most
excellent coachman...'

In 1891 he succeeded his brother as 14th Duke of Somerset inherited a
fortune of £300,000 and settled estate at Berry Pomeroy in Devon and at
Maiden Bradley in Wiltshire. The 14th Duke did much to improve the estate
and was well-liked by tenants and neighbours being an affable and courteous
man with the fine manners of the 'Old School'. In September 1894, he
attended Frome Cheese Show where it was remarked how well he bore the
weight of his 80 years. A few days later he set out with his sons from Maiden
Bradley to visit Wells, he himself driving the coach the first 10 miles. He
died at The Cedars the same evening, 2nd October. The newspapers were
not very complimentary about him; he death 'cannot be said to remove a
striking figure from public life' declared the Western Daily Press while the
Times and Mirror thought that it only served 'to remind some people that the
title was not extinct'. Today he is brought to mind by the fountain he erected
at Maiden Bradley engraved with a quatrain which he composed himself:

Drink, travellers, drink of Bradley's purest rill
Which, strange to say, runs quite a mile up hill;
Then to your panting steeds let all attend, An
honest horse is surely man's best friend.
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PLUMBER'S BARTON AND ITS NEIGHBOURS
by John H. Harvey

The tenurial history of Frome is of great complexity, but we know from
Domesday Book (AD 1086) that before the Norman Conquest of 1066
Reinbald the priest had held the church of Frome (St. John's) with eight
carucates of land, an area amounting in theory to between 800 and 1000
acres. Reinbald (or Regenbald) was confirmed in possession of his estates
by the Conqueror, and these extensive properties in 1133 became a major
part of the endowment of the Augustinian Abbey of Cirencester (CCA, I, 27,
28). From later evidences Reinbald's estate in Frome was, more or less, the
Manor of West Woodlands. St. John's church was a rectory, but was served
by a vicar as early as 1195 (CCA, 154) and before 1244 Adam de Compton
was perpetual vicar, paying a pension of £2 yearly to Cirencester and
enjoying the vicarage which must have been formally ordained early in the
13th century (CCA, 616-618). As with other ordinations of vicarages this
arrangement allotted to the Vicar plots of glebe lands in the fields of Frome,
as well as the Vicarage house and land which the vicar could lease out for
rent, constituting the manor (or reputed manor) of Frome Vicarage. Beyond
this there would be the vicar's share of the tithes of the whole parish.

According to the normal pattern, the Vicarage Manor consisted of scattered
pieces of land rather than a single compact area. Nevertheless there was a
central block of property close to the Vicarage, east and south-east of the
parish church, forming the 'Vicarestret' later Vicarage Street. Surviving
houses on sites which belonged to the manor include No. 6 on the north side
of the street next to the Vicarage, and Nos. 23-28 on the south side, opposite.
The properties south of the street abutted to south and east on the rectorial
manor which, after the dissolution of Cirencester Abbey and the Reformation,
became part of the Longleat Estate. Immediately to the south-east was an
area originally copyhold of West Woodlands and later converted to
leaseholds. These properties, though they extended to Vicarage Street, faced
the other way, uphill, with their main frontages to the south along what is
now Christchurch Street East but which until 1867 was called Behind Town.
As a block they extended eastwards to Lous (i.e. pig-sty) Hill, now Portway
Steps, and westward to a wall running north-south from behind the boundary
of (the modern Nos.) 26 and 27 Vicarage Street. The block was divided in
the middle by a narrow lane leading at its north end to a flight of steps into
Vicarage Street. This is Plumers, Plummers or Plumber's Barton (Map 1.)

The history of the eastern part of the block has been dealt with in some
detail (Contact, January-June 1977) but is summarized below in the Appendix.
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PLUMBER'S BARTON
The name is derived from John Plomer, who held adjacent lands in the

middle of the 17th century, as well as a close in the open field of Frome on
the south side of the main road, the old 'Wain Way' or Behind Town. The
latter name, applied to the street, was that of the furlong or division of the
open South Field, stretching to Gore Hedge on the west but at an early date
consolidated into enclosures, of which one comprising over 2 Vi acres was
Plumers Close, by 1813 Plumber's Ground, but more recently called Stokes
Croft.

At the end of the Middle Ages the land to the west of the lane (Plumber's
Barton) and the close to south of the main road, formed a copyhold of the
Manor of West Woodlands held by copy of Court Roll dated 31 March 1541
by William Browne, for his life and those of his wife Joan and brother
George. By 1568, when a survey was taken of the estates of Sir John Thynne
(LM 11,260, f. 67d), the tenant was Joan Browne, widow. There was a house
of three 'fields' (bays) with a garden and orchard (altogether one acre), two
acres in the West Field (the later Plumers Close of some 2!^ statute acres),
and an acre in the North Field on the west side of Raddon Holbroke. The
reversion belonged to Richard Stambourne (or Samborne), admitted at a
court on 28 March 1569 (JRL, Rylands Charters 62). The yearly rent was
5s. and 6 chickens, with the condition that every year three apple or pear
trees should be planted in the orchard, and three timber trees, apparently in
the hedges. It is probable that Stambourne's wife Joan was the widow of the
previous tenant. Besides the rent, 3d. a year had to be paid for 'Certaine
Silver', and a fine of 5s. for admittance. A later survey (LM 11,261, f. 49)
notes that the property was held by Henry King and was afterwards known
as 'Plumers'. This bridges the gap, roughly 1600-50, in which copyhold tenure
was extinguished and the property re-granted as leasehold. At or before 10
October 1651 the lands were in the possession of Richard Stiles (PRO, CI
16/226), and the boundary between this land and the adjoining curtilage of
No. 23 Vicarage Street was in 1655 called 'Stiles ditch' (see Vicarage Street,
below).

Another survey of 1681 (LM 5085) shows that the property was divided,
the part lying east of the lane being leased on 26 March 1657 to Henry West,
weaver, after the end of the lease of Richard Style(s), with reversion to
Henry's children James West and Mary West. At the survey Richard Style
was aged 80, James West 42, and Mary West had died. West, on this piece
of ground, was to plant three fruit trees yearly and he was also to keep a dog
for the lord of the manor. The tenement had been a barn, converted to a
dwelling house, with a stable adjoining. Henry West had made an assignment
to his son James on 5 November 1670, and the holding was described as
'bounded with a garden and orchard of John Plomer'. For the later history of
this section, see Appendix.

By 1681 the property (except for West's holding) was leased to Richard
Cook, who presumably occupied the whole area west of Plumber's Barton
(with the sites of the three houses now Nos. 23—25) and along Christchurch
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Street East (the sites of Nos. 18-22). With the map of 1744-45 surveyed by
John Ladd (LM (WRO) 845/10 and map D. 14) we reach a firm basis of fact.
The property, marked as '0 c 1' is described as 'A Mess(uage) in Plumers
Barton' leased to William Gibbons (1 rood 1 perch), along with (0 c 2)
Plumers Ground behind Town (2a. 2r. 9p.), pasture, and (0 c 3) 'A Peice in
a Close at Rodden Lake' (2r. 27p. of pasture). Gibbons, a clothier, held by
lease of 21 August 1735 for the lives of Jane King, now Jane Rogers, the
said William Gibbons, and Robert Gibbons his son (LM (WRO) 845/3, 226).
Jane King, later Rogers, died on 21 September 1753, when the property was
valued at £8, by rent of 4s. 6d.; the fine for adding two lives £36; and a fixed
heriot of 20s. at each death of those named in the lease.

On 16 February 1760 a fresh lease was granted to the Revd John
Sedgefield on the lives of William Gibbons (died 23 November 1770),
Elizabeth Sedgefield aged 8, and Sarah Sedgefield aged 6 (who died in June
1782), daughters of John Sedgefield and Betty his wife: the fine was now
£60. On 4 December 1770 Sedgefield paid a fine of £17 to put in the life of
another daughter, Hannah aged 7. One John Sedgefield of Frome died in
1792 (WAD, 1792.37). Another lease of 27 July 1784 was taken by John
Hancock of Frome, carrier, on the lives of Elizabeth Sedgefield, then 32 (but
died before 1800), Hannah, then 22 (who married John Thomas of No. 14
Air Street, Piccadilly, London), and Joseph Clavey son of Charles Clavey.
Joseph was aged 11, but died on 31 August 1796. His father Charles was the
London and Bristol carrier listed in Bailey's Directory of 1783. Again the
fine for putting in a new life was £17. The fact that both the Hancocks and
the Claveys were carriers may imply that 'Plumers' had become a major
wagon station.

Inflation due to war was reflected in the lease in reversion taken on 15
November 1800 by Thomas Davis, Steward to the Marquess of Bath (Lord
of the Manor), on the lives of his son John Davis 21 and daughter Mary Baily
26 (she died on 16 August 1812). For these two lives the fine was now £75.
Thomas Davis died on 10 December 1839 aged 62, after exchanging fresh
lives in 1816, putting in his sons Thomas Davis 6, and Henry John Davis 2;
Thomas died on 2 July 1876 but Henry John survived until 4 April 1903. In
1816 the fine for an added life had gone up to £63 and the name of the
property was now 'Sedgefields' (LM (WRO) 845/13, 144). When Jeremiah
Cruse of Bath surveyed Frome in 1812-13 the only building shown on his
map was what now constitutes Nos. 23, 24 and 25, marked as divided and
with the extension behind No. 24 already built. The site began to be cut up
into sections, each with an apportioned rent, part of the accustomed total of
4s. 6d. By August 1821 the house and part of the garden had been assigned
to Thomas Edwards by rent of 2s. and a heriot of 8s., and soon afterwards
the dismemberment of this very ancient manorial holding was complete.

Edwards was a glazier in 1794 (UBD) and a plumber and glazier in 1822
and 1832, with premises in Cheap Street (Pigot). James Edwards, probably
his son, was a plumber, painter and glazier in Church Street in 1839 (Robson)
and 1842 (Pigot). The trustees of his will on 24 March 1863 had licence to
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This sketch shows buildings marked on the plan of the centre of Frome in 1813 by Cruse of Bath
with the modern numbers of houses in Vicarage Street and Christchurch Street East the latter
including the numbering in Plumber's Barton. For the area to the east see Map 2
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assign the messuage and garden to George Hinchcliffe of Frome, cardmaker
(ML (WRO) 845/13, insert at 144). Hinchcliffe then built on the western
part of the site the large Wire Card Works which occupied the frontages of
Nos. 18-20 by 1885 (OS). He was dead by 23 June 1886, when his executors
had licence to assign the old house (now Nos. 23-25 but then known as Nos.
20-22) to Thomas Parfitt of Frome, builder. Ann Parfett, as presentative of
Thomas Parfett deceased, surrendered the premises for dilapidations on 25
March 1902; and the head lease came into Hand of the Longleat Estate on
4 April 1903 at the death of Henry John Davis.

Whether the original house was on the site of Nos. 23-25 is unknown, but
they had been built before 1744 as three small dwellings. This makes it
improbable that any one of them was actually occupied by the chief lessee,
though the earlier copyholders William Brown; his widow Joan; and Richard
Stambourne probably had lived on the property in the earlier house. From
rate books and almanacs it is possible to compile fragmentary lists of the
occupiers of the three small houses:-
No. 23 (old No. 20) 1867-71 Benjamin Cullen; 1875-80 James Moss; 1919
Barnes & Son; 1927-37 William Paynter; 1948-49 Mrs. M. Painter; 1955-57
Mrs. S. Painter; 1970 Miss. M. Painter.
No. 24 (old No. 21) 1867-71 Samuel Morgan; 1875-80 James Baily (Bailey);
1919 Frederick Harrison; 1927-32 Mrs. L. Harrison; 1933-37 R. Harrison;
1948-57 D. Johns; (in 1957 Miss Marjorie Beer was the owner); 1970-74
Miss E.C. Witcomb.
No. 25 (old No. 22) 1867-80 Job Pope; 1919 Charlotte Mark and Mrs. H.
Speller; 1927-37 A.J. Codrington; 1948-70 F. Pitman; 1974 Mrs. O.M.
Pitman.
VICARAGE STREET

As already mentioned, the northern boundary of 'Plumers' was also the
southern limit of the central part of the Vicarage Manor. For the manor
several sets of records survive, but they are insufficient to give a connected
history of individual properties as they cover only the years 1496-1501
(HRO, IM53/1628), 1634-1721 (PRO, CI 16/226-231), and (in a fragmentary
way) 1856-1923 (CCF). Because of its position on the eastern boundary, the
site of No. 23 Vicarage Street (formerly No. 29) can be identified in some
records. The earliest, of 27 May 1613, is a surrender of the copyhold premises
by Peter Huson, Alice his wife and Edward Huson their son (being then in
Peter's occupation) to Roger Wyse, Edith his wife, and Roger Wyse their
son, by rent of 8s. and Suit of Court, and a fine of £2. By 9 September 1650
Roger Wyse was dead; his widow Edith on 10 October 1651 surrendered
the tenement and was admitted to a small part of it at the east end formerly
a stable, 10 feet in breadth, with a garden plot also of 10 feet abutting on the
garden ditch in the possession of Richard Stiles (i.e. the tenant of'Plumers',
above); this small section was by copy for the lives of Edith Wyse, Richard
Draper and Jane his wife, by rent of 2s.
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The rest of the holding, rented at 6s., went to Mary Cooke daughter of
Richard Cooke, for her life and those of her sisters Thomasin and Elizabeth,
for a fine of £22 10s. Od. The copy of Court, in reciting the excepted portion
10 feet in width, referred to the garden plot as 'leading from the said east end
of the said house southward unto Stiles ditch'; and this was mentioned again
on 1 October 1655, when a new copy was granted to Edith Wyse in favour
of herself and Richard Draper and Jane his daughter, in place of his wife, for
a fine of £1. Richard Draper became tenant on 6 July 1658 when the death
was presented of 'Edith Wyse widdowe'. On 16 March 1679/80 Draper and
his daughter surrendered this narrow plot 'once called Le Stable' to John
Webb, Anne his wife and their son John, for a fine of £2 5s. Od.

The larger part of the tenement was surrendered on 30 May 1685 by Mary
Cooke to her brother John Cooke and his wife Judith, for a fine of £2 10s.
Od. Further transactions took place affecting each of the two parts of the
property, which as late as 1721 was in the hands of the same two families:
the narrow strip, by rent of 2s., being copyhold of John Web, Alice Web and
Richard Web; and the larger portion, rented at 6s., of Mary Cook, Elizabeth
her daughter and John her son. Later in the 18th century the two moities must
have been re-united and the present house built. From rates and almanacs
some of the owners and occupiers of the last century can be listed:-
1865-88 John Blackwell, owner; 1889 E.A. Dangerfield. Occupiers: 1865
Mrs. Scott; 1870-75 John Blackwell; 1880-90 William Anderson, draper;
1903 Miss F. Horler, dressmaker; 1920 Frank Tulk; 1921-22 Fred Tulk;
1923-49 Mrs Margaret Tulk; 1955-61 A.W. Ashford and W.C. Lusty;
1957-61 W. Matthews. By 1970 the premises were unopcupied.
No. 24 (old No. 30) was in the 19th century a public house The Prince of
Wales, which enables its history to be traced with some certainty. In 1870
the licensee was William George; 1875 Samuel Baugh or Bough; 1879-85
Luther Dew; 1887 Henry William Moody; 1888 Samuel Pickford; 1889
Henry Trimby; 1891 Joseph Press; 1892 John Handel; 1893-96 John Miles;
1897 Frank Butcher; 1898-1905 Emma Minty; 1906-07 Archibald Dray;
1908 Alfred Henry Prince. The house then lost its licence and the next
recorded tenant, in 1910, was H. Lee, boot and shoe maker. From 1913 to
1937 the occupier was Mrs Mary Weeks; after 1948 until the 1960s Mrs
Josephine Jones lived in the house, but by 1970 it Was vacant.

Much less is known of the other houses, but No. 25 (old No. 31) was
occupied by the copyholder Ann (or Annie, Anna, Hannah) Yeoman from
1865 to 1889; in 1903 Sidney Watts; 1927-37 Edward Bracey; 1948 H.L.
Ballantyne; 1949 E. Hinge; 1955-57 S.C. Hinge; 1961 M.J. Hornsey.

The fine old stone house No. 26 remained a copyhold until about 1911
and in 1917 was rented by the Vicar at £12 yearly to 'two poor women who
carry on a laundry business. The 3rd floor is the ironing room. There is an
extension built out at the back, in which the mangling is done...' (CCF,
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N.B./175, letter from the vicar, Preb. W.F.H. Randolph, 19 December 1917).
The property had been valued in 1913 as worth not more than £120, and was
sold in 1918. The house had belonged in 1860-87 to the estate of George
Hinchcliffe but was occupied by John Browning and later (in 1875) Thomas
Norris who by 1889 had become the copyholder, when Miss Mary Norris
was occupier. The last tenant before the sale of 1918 was Miss H. Baynton,
presumably the senior partner in the laundry. From 1922 to 1927 the name
of the occupier is given as Mrs M.H. Shaw, or Mrs H.B. Shaw; 1928-37 Mrs
Fletcher and Mrs. Kirkwood; 1948 -49 L.J. Smith; 1955 J.H. Hathway; 1957
H.H. Jones; 1961-70 Mrs M. Jones.

The two houses now Nos. 27 and 28 Vicarage Street have an extremely
complex history which cannot be clearly related to the entries in the Court
Rolls. In 1813, when Cruse surveyed his large plan of central Frome, there
were many buildings on the site of these two houses and they comprised at
least two copyholds. At a Court held on 4 June 1634 it was presented that
Thomas Emline had died since the last Court; his name is elsewhere given
as Emblin. He had held by a copy dated 22 April 1580, and his heir was his
daughter Eleanor, wife of William Burges of Beckington. The other tenement
was in the hands of John Ossupp (or Ossopp) as a presentment was made
against William Burgis and John Ossupp 'that they erecte and bild vp (the)
house of office as hath ben heartofor over the gowtt (i.e. stream) betwen them
and that (they) doe it by Alhallontide next (1 November 1634), in paine of
x.s. apeece'. Ossupp was also presented 'that he have Taken in
and (sic) undertenant.............d Mylls without the lords leive and that he put
him forth (by Crist) mas next in payn of 10s.' Burgis was presented for several
other offences: 'that the Tylling over the Kitching and stable of his Tenement
is in decay and that he amend the same' ... 40s.; 'for that he have an
vndertenant in his shope without the lord's leave And that he put him forth
by Cristmas ... 10s.'; 'that his wall of the gowte is decaid and fallen and his
wall of the pigs barken and that he amend the same by Michallmas next (29
September 1634) in payne of 6s. 8d.'

At the Court of 24 December 1634 William Iveleafe was admitted to the
tenement 'with a way in through and across the year (araz; described in 1651
as 'Barnes floore') 8 feet wide in Le Vicarrs Streete', late of Eleonor Burges
wife of William Burges deceased 'except vna area anglice a piggs Barton
parcel of the premises lying on the East side of the tenement'. The rent was
13s. 4d. and a fine of £55 was paid by Iveleafe for his life and those of Grace
Iveleafe and Paul Methwin. On 22 July 1636 Iveleafe surrendered this copy
in favour of Anne Iveleafe now his wife, for their lives and that of Paul
Methwin, 'with a way in through and across the 'arream' ... containing in
width 8 feet and it begins from the house of John Ossipp from the East side
of the said yard'. Anne's death was presented on 29 June 1641 and William
Iveleafe her husband was admitted.

On 31 March 1645 it was presented that John Ossopp had died and that
Anne Ossopp his widow had subsequently died. The tenement did not owe
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a heriot; proclamation was made for John the son of Richard Ossopp as next
heir, if living. On 22 October of the same year it was found that John Ossopp
had died before the previous Court, so that the tenement fell into the hands
of the lord (i.e. the Vicar, Andrew Boweman), who granted it to Rebecca
Lambert, Anne Jones and John Roberts by the rent of 13s. 4d. and by fine of
£30. By a deed of 20 April 1652 Rebecca Lambert of Stratford under the
Castle, Wiltshire, spinster, Anne Jones and Joane Roberts appointed William
Griffen of Frome, yeoman, and one of the customary tenants, their attorney
to surrender the copyhold to the lord (John Humfrie and Humphry, clerk,
M.A.), and on 29 April in Court this surrender took effect in favour of
Thomas Jesser who was admitted for himself, his wife Mary and Thomas his
son, by fine of £6 13s. 4d. Thomas Jesser died about 1691 and in 1693 his
widow Mary was admitted on payment of a fine of £44 7s. Od. for herself
and her sons William and James Jesser, who in 1702 conveyed the copyhold
to James Newport, Mary his wife and Mary their daughter, who paid £20. In
1715 and 1721 this moiety (i.e. of the two tenements now Nos. 27 and 28)
was in the lives of Nicholas Payne, his wife, and John Payne his son.

The other moiety had been surrendered in 1651 by William Ivileafe to
Robert Gibbons with his wife Alice and their son Robert Gibbons, paying a
fine of £13 6s. 8d.; they in 1675 conveyed to Andrew Rogers, with the lives
of his sons Andrew and Penrice Rogers. It was, however, presented on 22
July 1691 that Andrew Rogers had not yet been taken as tenant, but must
appear at the next Court to be admitted, on pain of £4. In 1692 Andrew
Rogers and Henry Rogers, with Jane the wife of Henry (daughter of Henry
King) were admitted on payment of a fine totalling £20, of which £5 was
paid by Andrew, £10 by Henry, and £5 by Henry King. In 1715 and 1721
the tenants were Andrew Rogers, Sarah Marchant now Jenkins, and Henry
Marchant. Whereas in 1715 the description was of a tenement, this had been
struck out by 1721 and 'several tenements' substituted.

No records survive for more than a century after the altered rental of 1721,
and the rate-books of the 19th century are difficult to interpret. It seems likely
that in 1870 the owner of No. 27 was Ann Singer, and that by 1875 she had
conveyed the property to Thomas B. Purnall, who for a considerable time
was also the occupier. By 1889 it seems that Henry Moody was occupier of
No. 27 and that Purnall had moved into No. 28. In 1923 Mrs Mary Lee was
the occupier of No. 27 and John Sutton of No. 28; by 1927 Mrs Lee shared
her tenement with Victor W. Crooke, and No. 28 was occupied by Henry
Kellaway. Later occupants were:
No. 27: 1929-37 W. Angel; 1948-49 W.V. Angel; 1955 Mrs. D.L. Angel and
R.J. Stent; 1957 onwards Stent alone.
No. 28: 1927-30 Henry Kellaway; 1931-35 Kellaway sharing with J. Jackson;
then an apparent vacancy; 1948-61 Mrs Estella C. Ellinger; 1970 E.F. Page.
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APPENDIX: 'Up in Town'
The roughly trapezoidal shaped ground lying between Vicarage Street and

Behind Town to north and south, and Lous Lane and Plumers Barton east
and west, was called 'Up in Town' and always belonged to the Rectorial
Manor, later West Woodlands (Map 2). The earliest lease which certainly
refers to this block is one of 21 May 1668, when a lease was granted for a
fine of £11, of the reversion of 'all that tent, and garden adjg. lying in Upp
ing Towne' to John King, assignee of Joseph Bayly, executor of Thomas
Bayly, to hold after the death of John Bayly father of Thomas. A new lease
was granted on 17 July 1696 (LM (WRO) 845/3, 222) in favour of John
King, wiredrawer (aged 40) for his life and those of his wife Hester and their
son Joseph King. The part of the block which had belonged to Plumers (see
above), consisting of a house formerly a barn and 40 feet of garden, was
leased in 1712 to James West, clothier, with his uncle Stephen Kipping and
nephew Thomas Andrews (ML (WRO) 845/3, 185). This underlease had
previously been in the hands of James West, senior, deceased.

Both leases had fallen in by 29 September 1747 when the whole block
was granted (LM (WRO) 845/3, 178) to Thomas Lacey, carpenter, for his
life (he was then 46 and died 9 September 1762), and those of his wife
Elizabeth (died 14 May 1792) and their daughter Ann, then 6 and still alive
in 1812. In 1744 John Ladd's map of West Woodlands (LM (WRO) D. 14,
with survey book 845/10) shows that the only building on the block was the
range along the west side of what is now Portway Steps. This includes the
northern wing of No. 32 (formerly No. 26A) Christchurch Street East and
on a lower level, the two very small cottages now together forming No. 1
Portway Steps. Ladd's survey book calls it iate Kings, Ye House down'; in
1732 it had been 'Empty & almost down' (LM, Old Survey, no. 58). This
may have been an older house so ruined as not to have been marked on the
map, or the range along Portway Steps. A condition of Lacey's lease was that
he should build a good house, which was probably what is now No. 28
Christchurch Street East. After Lacey's death his widow married John
Newbolt, a card-board maker (c. 1734-1811); in 1786 they assigned the
premises to John Singer. Ann Lacey, who became Mrs Hiscocks, with her
stepfather John Newbolt and John Douglas Middleton (c. 1757-1829), carrier
and later banker, in 1792 assigned to James Sims, a wheelwright. The lease
was later in the names of J.D. Middleton, his son Stephen (1785-1843) and
daughter Elizabeth (1797-1842), who married the Revd George Ware. In
1836 they assigned to Thomas Charles, gent, (died 1851). The occupiers,
from the Land Tax records (SRO) seem to have been:- 1766-80 John
Newbolt; 1781-89 John Singer; 1790-97 James Sims (or Symes); (a period
of uncertain occupations for 20 years); 1816-26 William Abbott; 1831
(?)-1863 Thomas Bridle, cooper; 1865-75 Widow (Mary Ann) Bridle.

By 1870 the block's ownership has passed to William Hunt, corn and cider
merchant, who apparently occupied No. 30 for some years before 1889. By
1876 the head lease belonged to John Vallis, builder (? 1833-1908). (LM
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(WRO) 845/154, 102). Vallis took a new lease on 31 March 1885 and soon
afterwards built the front block of No. 32 Christchurch Street East as his own
residence. He enlarged his business to become a builder's merchant but went
bankrupt in 1900. The head lease was sold at Auction on 31 October when
Lot 7 (the south-east corner, now No. 32) was bought by Frederick Snook,
general dealer (died 26 March 1919), whose widow Harriet sold on 10
October 1921 to Mr Percy Robert Oswick, organ bulder and pianoforte tuner
and teacher, already in occupation as Mrs Snook's tenant. He died on 1
January 1962 and on 17 August his widow, Mrs Annie Caroline Oswick,
conveyed to Mr Walter Edward Challice, who lived there until 1975.

The occupiers of the two old cottages on the west side of Portway Steps
(now united as No. 1, to the north of No. 32 Christchurch Street East) were
on weekly tenancies and at times, for instance in 1858, the rent could not be
collected. As far as can be made out from the rates the occupiers were:- (South
cottage): 1831 Edward Ashford; 1833 John Cray junior; 1837-47 Edward
Harvey; 1848-50 Thomas Harvey; 1852 Edward Harvey; 1855 John Clement
and John Cray; 1858-65 Widow Lusty; 1867-71 Elizabeth Harvey; 1876
Martha Richards; 1877 Oliver Parfitt; 1879 Louisa Davis; 1880 Martha Hunt;
1881 Walter Wheeler; 1885-89 George Edwards. (North cottage): 1831-50
John Cray (senior); 1852-54 Widow Bridges; 1858-60 Enos Sparey; 1863-65
Enos Harvey; 1867-81 John Ruddick (or Riddick); 1881-89 Jane Wheeler.
By 1900 both cottages were occupied by Job Pope.
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Abbreviations continued

LM Longleat Muniments (now including the former deposit WRO 845)
OS Ordnance Survey of Frome, scale 1:500, surveyed 1885
Pigot Pigot's Directories
PRO Public Record Office*
Robson Robson's Directories
SRO Somerset Record Office
UBD Universal British Directory
WAD Wells, Archdeaconry Court Wills (destroyed 1942) WRO Wiltshire

Record Office (included in references to material formerly
deposited there, and retaining its catalogue references in LM)
Abstracts of all Court Rolls and other documents of Frome
Vicarage Manor are held by the Frome Society for Local Study
(Historical Research Group).

PLACE AND FIELD NAMES IN MARSTON BIGOT

Marston is Old English, mersc-tun, the 'tun', or settlement, by a marsh. The
name is not uncommon so had to be distinguished from other Marstons by
tacking on the name of its Norman lords, the Bigots, who were in possession
before 1195 until about 1316. Bigot is an Old French nick-name meaning
opinionated. Although the Bigots disappeared more than 650 years ago,
English conservatism insured that their name lingered on. The full name is
recorded as early as 1280.
The parish has an interesting collection of local names. Here are some:

Abdell: Fields at the east end of Marston Pond, Great, Little, 'Picked', and
Abdell Coppice (now Horley Wood). First recorded as 'Appedhull' in 1238,
hill where apple trees grew.
Arundels: It is tempting to associate this with Roger Arundel, Lord of
Marston in 1086, but it more likely derives from Jeffrey Arundel a
leaseholder about 1610. Arundel is an Old French nick-name, 'little swallow'.
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Badcocks: Field-name which also remains as a locality in Frome. Probably
an evil smelling dung hill from cock, a pile or heap, as in haycock, but
possibly from a personal name, Bat- or Badcock.
Baggs Bridge: Probably from Walter Bagge, who was among the taxpayers
of Marston in 1327. He paid 6d. in the lay subsidy that year. The name is
recorded in a perambulation of Frome West Woodlands in 1605/6.
Bunn's Lane: From the Bunn family, of Witham Friary in the late 17th
century, later a well-known family in Frome. The wills of John and Joan
Bunn of Witham were proved in 1670 and 1684. Bunn's Lane was originally
a forest track known as Middle Riding.
Castelheyes: 'heyes' indicated enclosed pasture, 'castel' is from Old English
caester, a fort. The fields, recorded by this name in 1412, are near Marston
Moat which had some claim to fortification.
Castors Bridge/brook: In 1600 Thomas Bennett 'holdeth a tenement for
his life and two of the sons of one Lambert Castars ..'. The family also gave
their name to Long Casters.
Cheese Hill: A corrupton of Chizzle from Old English Ceosol, land from
which gravel was obtained. The form 'Cheesehill' was already in use in 1681
'Westhill Alias Chizzle' in 1600.
Claybridge: A wet, overgrown green lane leads from Tytherington to West
Woodlands. A fine stone bridge with causeway still crosses the Frome here.
Remains can be seen of the important fulling mill (known as Claybridge or
Vinnel's Mill) which once stood on this remote spot. It gave its name to
Ralph de Cleybrugge in 1260 indicating an important route with a bridge
even then.
Conqueror's Mead: Evocative name of a meadow by the River Frome near
Smithick's Bridge which contains a barrow, or burial mound. The name dates
back to 1791 when the Somerset historian, Revd. John Collinson, reported
that it was 'commemorative of some ancient battle'. Conquest Mead in 1715
and 1745 but known more prosaically as Conkors Mead in 1600.
Deadman's Grave: A late field-name not found before 1839. Probably refers
to a discovery of human bones there.
Fairpiece: Referred to in 1600. Good productive land in contradistinction
to Little Thanks, just across the parish boundary in Witham Friary.
Featherley: 'Lease', abbreviated in 'ley', indicated grazing ground.
Featherley is mentioned in 1600 and may refer to the soft nature of the
terrain. By 1839 it was divided up into several fields which might suggest a
derivation from Old English feper, four, but as the ground was originally
common this seems unlikely.
Fleet: Old English fleot, a stream.
Foghamshire Lane: A mysterious name possibly derived from Old English
facn-ea, treacherous stream, perhaps a brook given to sudden flooding.
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Forest Farm: East and West Forest Farms were formerly in the Royal Forest
of Selwood. This large grazing farm was divided in 1745.
Gare Hill: Old English Gara, a triangular piece of land. Not derived (as
often stated) from Celtic caer, a fortified place, as the forms La Gaure and
la Gahere in use in 1298 and 1300 make clear.
Haslet Hill: Mentioned in 1544 and derived from Old Enlgish, haesel, hazel.
In the 1680s it is referred to as 'Hasslenut' but this was often abbreviated.
The farmhouse, some ruins of which remain, was abandoned between the
Wars and used for target practice in the 1940s.
Honeypot Lane: Known in the Middle Ages as the Huntersway. The modern
name refers to the stickiness of the mud there.
Horley Wood: Abdell Coppice before 1745 when turned into a game reserve
by the fifth Earl of Orrery and renamed by him Orrery Wood. The Ordnance
Survey corrupted this to 'Horley'.
Hunger Leaze: Either poor quality grazing land or land on a steep slope.
(Old English, hangra, our 'hanging'.)
Implayes (also Impis, Emphewes): A lost name for a field in front of Marston
House much used in the 1670s and 1680s when it was part of the demesne.
Probably Old English for a nursery of young trees.
Iron Mill Farm/Bridge: The farmhouse was called King's Mill in 1620 and
Trudoxhill Farm in the 19th century. Iron Mill Bridge is mentioned in 1753.
The names commemorate the medieval iron industry in the area, revived by
Lady Hopton, of Witham, about 1600.
Lower Marston: A modern name for an area known in the 18th century as
Doolittles End, apparently a vernacular name for the outskirts of a village.
There was also one at Mells.
Marsh Farm: Le Mareis in 1238; now known as Tuckmarsh.
Marston Mains Farm: Originally called Snailcomb. Rebuilt by the 9th Earl
of Cork between 1858-1864 as the Home Farm; Mains is a shortening of
'demesne', from Middle English, mesne.
Marston Moor: An area of rough ground watered by the Marston brook
submerged when the 8th Earl of Cork created Marston Pond about 1825.
Monksham Farm: Given to the Carthusian Monks of Witham by Edmund,
Earl of Cornwall, in 1284 and meaning the ham or meadow belonging to
monks. One of the fields beside the Frome is still called The Ham. Already
known by this name before the gift to Witham.
Norfolks: John Norfolk had a lease of 36 acres of Forest land in 1649.
Another John Norfolk was supplying Marston house with coal in 1753.
Oxenleaze: Grazing land for oxen, a reminder of the days when oxen pulled
the plough.
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Park Cottage: In 1810 the Earl of Cork's Arms Inn and the Marston Inn in
1839. West Cottage in 1860; home of the stewards of the Marston Estate.
Pot Farm: Middle English, potte, a deep hole or hollow or land covered in
holes; perhaps a swallet in the limestone.
Pyle Farm: From Old English pyll, a stream. In Trudoxhill. Bought by the
8th Earl of Cork in 1831 and part of the Marston Estate until 1905. 'Richard
atte Pyle de Troteskeshull' was fined 2s. for poaching in the King's Forest,
1260.
Quarr Close: site of a quarry; also known as Bullsquarr from the Bull family
who leased it. The road down to Tytherington is Bulls Quarries Road.
Marston House was built with stone from here.
Rag: A small piece of woodland.
Sharpshaw: Derived from Old English sceapa, steep, and shaw, wood. Now
in Nunney but before 1980 Little Sharpshaw used to be in Marston. Thomas
de Sherpshaghe is recorded as holding a house in Nunney in 1344/45.
Shot, Great and Little: Old English sceot, slope or steep place.
Smithicks: Old English, the smiths dwelling or farm. The settlement is
mentioned in a perambulation of Selwood Forest in 1298.
Snaylehurste: Recorded in 1544. 'wood (hyrst) where snails were found'.
Sundays (Upper, Middle and Lower): Possibly 'sandhayes', sandy enclosure,
but perhaps related to Sandy's Hill Farm, Tytherington, originally Somedyes
in 1413, which may be the land belonging to John Somede called
Somedemede recorded in 1343.
Thickthorn wood: Self-explanatory; Thigkethorn in 1238.
Toby's Wood: Probably named after Tobias Daniel who held a cottage in
Marston under a lease of 1721. He was living aged 86 in 1810.
Trudoxhill: Old English personal name: 'Hill belonging to Truttoc'.
Tuckmarsh Lane: Lane were tuckers (or clothiers) lived. The ancient
Tuckmarsh was between Tytherington and Lower Marston.
Tytherington: Old English, the 'tun', or settlement, of Tidhere's people.
'Tuderunton' in 1260.
Walldyke: Recorded in 1260. The farmhouse, already ruinous in 1922, has
almost vanished. It belonged to Cirencester Abbey, then to the Longleat
Estate. A ditch backed by a wall was evidently a feature of the place. A bridge
is mentioned here is 1298.

M.McG.
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FROME BUILDINGS 2: HOLY TRINITY CHURCH,
FROME

Built in 1838, Holy Trinity celebrates its 150th anniversary this
year. Church and school are shown here in a lithograph by Rock
& Co. taken in 1857. Holy Trinity was designed by H.E. Goodridge,
of Bath, who is said never to have visited the site but to have
followed instructions to create a facade which would look imposing
from the street. The style is Gothick of the Early English variety
favoured by the Commissioners for Building New Churches under
whose aegis Holy Trinity was erected. Some trouble was taken with
the front which has triple gabled doorways complementing three
stepped lancets above them and two turrets, considered ugly by Sir
Nikolaus Pevsner. Behind the facade was a simple barn—like nave
with the altar at the west end, an arrangement which would have
been unthinkable a few years later. Sir Thomas Mostyn—
Champneys, the Hereditary Sexton of Frome, himself officiated at
the opening ceremony. Adjoining the church is the school
constructed in a similar spiky Gothick style. 'The Rev. Alfred Daniel
is about to build a school', wrote Thomas Bunn in 1840, 'but seems
to have as little knowledge of the affair he undertakes as his
predecessor (Rev. J.B.B. Clarke) who built the church.' Holy
Trinity, which has been several times restored and enlarged,
contains important stained glass by Morris & Co., (designed by
Burne-Jones) as well as glass by the local firm of Horwood Brothers.
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THE INTERESTING LITTLE MUSEUM
by Mary Delorme

Shepton Mallet Museum has been in the making for about 150 years. It
began, not as a museum, but as the geological collection of a young
enthusiast. As time passed, interest grew, and he made many friends. Some
were generous with gifts of cash or new specimens; others were able to supply
him with relevant books, or information when he asked for it. They did so
with pleasure; John Phillis had a talent for friendship.

As a youth, he was apprenticed to a tradesman in Town Street. In the early
nineteenth century, as in the late twentieth, many small establishments traded
there. James Doddrell was a Fly Proprietor—the fly being a one-horse
hackney carriage, rather than the insect which comes too easily to mind. Mr
Giblett, according to the records, was indeed a Bird Stuffer. Mr Alford was
a Boot and China Dealer; he was also the employer of John Phyllis.

The first time the young man really attracted attention was in connection
with the reading room. He and a friend, Jacob Barnes, with others, decided
that a town of Shepton's size (about five and a half thousand people) ought
not to be without the amenity. They must have been a numerous group, for
by pooling resources they not only provided a regular supply of newspapers
and pamphlets, but rented a room in which people could read them. It was
the town's first such establishment, but the innovation was welcome,
remaining until the advent of a public library.

John's wider interests may have sprung from discoveries made in his own
reading room, or they may have been of earlier foundation. Their provenance
is uncertain, but not their breadth. Geology was almost inevitable for anyone
within reach of the Mendips. Once he had discovered the delights of practical
investigation, natural history and palaeontology followed as a matter of
course. Digging, in so rich an area, produced artefacts as well as fossils;
history became another attraction. Even so, a living must be earned.

John seems to have worked as a clerk for most of his life. At one time he
was postmaster of Shepton Mallet; in later years he worked for Mr Garton,
owner of the Anglo-Bavarian Brewery. The talent for friendship had
developed, and John was known not only for his erudition but also for his
gentleness. Discourtesy and impatience were foreign to him; whatever the
attractions of his leisure interests, those of his employer came first. William
Garton soon regarded him as a friend rather than an employee, and took a
keen interest in the Phillis collection.

There were upwards of fifteen hundred specimens, despite John's old habit
of presenting his treasures to friends and existing museums. It was indeed
an extensive collection for one working man to have acquired. As his years
increased, leading men in the town voiced the general concern: suppose, in
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the fulness of time, it were to be dispersed? Hitherto, persons wishing to view
any or all of the items had only to ask; the owner happily obliged. Such riches
would be sorely missed.

John was approached. If a suitable museum were to be provided, would
he permit the collection to be housed there, on loan, on permanent view?
Even from a notably generous person, agreement was hardly expected—it
was his pride and joy, the labour of a lifetime, an achievement unsurpassed
by few. Its care would provide happy occupation for his declining years.

The reply was swift. Mr Phillis was honoured and delighted though he
would not allow the town to have his collection on loan. Apart from a few
pieces of personal value, it would be a gift. Mr Garton, who probably knew
of that decision before its announcement, was ready with the offer of a site
and a sum of money towards the building expenses. By the end of June 1900
a room had been completed adjoining the Council Offices, and on the 29th,
with due ceremony, it was opened.

The Council Hall was crowded. Mr Garton's son James, a county councillor
and chairman of the museum committee, presided. The platform party
included the Misses Phillis and J Phillis jun., though there was no indication
of their relationship to John. To judge from one of James' remarks—'he was
sure the contents of that museum were as precious to Mr Phillis as their
children were to some people'—it seems that he was a bachelor. Eventually
his turn came to make a speech; it was excellent. Modest, but not too much
so, admitting that a good deal of work had been necessary to make that
collection, but it had been a labour of love. He thanked Mr William Garton
for coming specially to Shepton Mallet—'a high compliment'—and presented
that gentleman with a silver key in a velvet-lined case, with which to open
to museum door. Mr Garton replied:

I have great pleasure in receiving from my old friend Mr Phillis the
key of the Museum, and to accept with much gratitude his generous
gift on behalf of the Shepton Mallet Council, to hold the same in
trust for the town, and to declare the Museum now open . .

James had already informed the assembled company that the sum of
£28.12.6 was still needed to meet the cost of the building and fittings. His
father, in his speech, offered to pay the debt remaining 'so that the Institution
may be opened free. . . I endorse Mr Allen's views that the Museum should
be named after its founder, Mr Phillis, and hope that the Council will give
their attention to this suggestion at their next meeting.'

In due course the door was opened, and the visitors wandered and
wondered. There were fourteen fixed cases, and many others whose
permanent position had not yet been decided. Mr Garton would cover the
cost of all remaining fixing; the builder, Mr Dodimead, was a good worker
and all would soon be complete.
To many there, it was miraculous, spellbinding. Some exhibits came from
so near home, yet so far away in time, like the Saxon axe found in the green
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valley at Croscombe. Others were from the other side of the world—weapons
from Singapore and Australia; locusts—farmers in foreign parts had pests
too; charms from China; and wonder of wonders, the endearing little
hippocampus. Yet these were only part of the contents of the very first case.
Roman treasures were to be expected in a town which straddled the old
Roman Fosseway; they came in the second.

The third and fourth cases, a collection of rocks and minerals, enraptured
the local reporter.

The beautiful forms of crystallisation of many of the specimens will
impress many with the wonders of Nature's laboratory. The brilliant
colouring of labradorite (blue) and crocidolite (gold and brown) ever
changing with the direction of the light impinging on its surface; the
varieties of green presented by the copper ores. . . the violet of the
amethyst, the gold of the topaz, the glint of the silver ore and the
gold quartz. . .

Reluctantly he prised himself away from those cases, only to become
entranced by fossils great and small, particularly the ammonites.

. . . everyone is familiar with the grand coiled shells so often worked
in as ornaments to the walls in the neighbourhood. Some range from
three to four feet in diameter, others are so tiny as to be fitted for
setting in the smallest personal ornament. Some are as rough as the
rock in which they are embedded, others of more recent period
retaining the brilliant nacreous appearance which shows their great
beauty when alive. . .

Then, he is intrigued by the notion of an infant rock; infant, by comparison
with others there—'it only numbers its years by tens of thousands—but rich
in fossils, one of which, with spines no thicker than hairs, emphasised the
patience of Mr Phillis in cleaning them from their stone casing. Another case
held a fossilised whelk shell twisted the wrong way. 'Straight out of Mary,
Mary,' wrote the reporter, adding solemnly 'Fusus Contrarius.'

There was much more to see, and midnight oil was needed to complete
such a report, but he was now an enthusiast, a partisan, and his pleasure
glows in every column. In finishing, he made one vital point.

Lastly we would refer to two exhibits, one of ancient civilisation—a
quern or handmill for grinding corn, and one of comparatively
modern brutality—a man trap. The latter is not Mr Phillis's gift.

John Phillis may well have felt that he gained more than he gave away. He
had agreed to act as curator. What greater happiness than to open the museum
every day from two o'clock until five, to welcome, to show and to explain?
He lived at 31 High Street, where until recently there was a smallholders'
supply store. Just an easy walk to the market place, past the old Shambles,
then a few steps to the municipal offices and the museum. His idyll lasted
almost three years. Since 1895 he had been a member of the Somerset
Archaeological Society; their year book for 1903 has this obituary.
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John Phillis, the founder of the interesting little museum at Shepton
Mallet, died on August 26th, 1903 aged 84 years. . . His studies and
researches brought him into contact with many eminent men, several
of whom held him in high esteem. . . (his treasures) occupy a room
adjoining the public offices at Shepton Mallet thus forming a fitting
memorial to his intelligence, zeal and energy. . . he had published a
pamphlet on the Geology of the Mendips, a little work which showed
his grasp of the subject and his ability to make it interesting to the
uninitiated.
John Phillis's museum outlived him by many years, being gradually

enlarged by numerous accessions. At the dawn of the 1970's the old municipal
offices were demolished, and with them the museum. Accommodation was
offered in the new centre, but it was upstairs, and there was no lift sturdy
enough to cope with the heavier exhibits; only a small passenger lift. Also,
the rent would have been prohibitive.

Most of the collection is in store; some items are displayed at a small
private museum, Cutterne Mill, just outside Shepton Mallet. A tiny selection
is on view at the public library , including the man trap and a surprisingly
appealing collection of bats; though the latter might benefit from the attention
of some professional descendant of Mr Giblett.

One recent suggestion to date, has been to refurbish the old Red Lion inn,
in the market place. The museum would again be at the heart of the town,
and there would also, appropriately, be space for the Tourist Information
Office. However, many problems must first be solved; Mendip Council
inherited the responsibility from the old Town Council, who had accepted
the Phillis gift in trust for the town. The difficulties are great, but we may be
sure the trust will be honoured.

Meanwhile those appealing bats are, so to speak, without a belfry.

Sources:

Shepton Mallet Journal 29/6/1900
Kelly 1810-1939
SANHS
Scrap Book/Shepton Mallet Museum Committee to 1988
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THE WOMAN

The dry-stone walls are warming to the hands,
For it is summer, and the month is June,
The birds are silent in the afternoon,
And on the lawn a little figure stands;
It is a child, and he is made of stone.
He holds aloft a bird bath, filled to brim
With water, and its shadow shelters him.
Upon a seat a woman sits alone;
Her hair behind her back is neatly tied.
Her head is covered, but her feet are bare.
A sudden rush disturbs the scented air;
Her little cat has landed by her side.
He nestles close and shuts his amber eyes,
Clenching his claws in feline ecstasy.
The woman looks around regretfully.
Her hour of rest has passed, and she must rise.
Her thoughts have turned quite suddenly to food,
And to her husband, soon arriving home
She, smiling, thinks of precious hours to come.
Her little world is safe, and life is good.

I. Wilson

URIAH HODDINOTT 1818-1885

by P.Q. Hoddinott

Uriah Hoddinott was the eldest son of Joseph Hoddinott and Ann nee
Ames, he was born at Brewhamfields Farm, his baptism is recorded as having
taken place at Brewham Church 14 June 1818. His mother died early, 1823,
she being buried in Witham Friary churchyard. There were two other
children, Elizabeth and Joseph.

Uriah's father farmed Batts Farm in addition to Brewhamfields, and later
after his second marriage to Jane Howell in 1837, also took over Alleyfields
Farm Witham.
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Uriah married Martha Childs, in Bristol in 1841, they stayed at Alleyfields
for a short time (Census 1841), and soon afterwards sailed from London in
SS 'Mary Nixon' for Port Phillip, in what now is Victoria, but at that time
was still part of New South Wales. There is no information about this
particular voyage, it is believed the vessel put in at Plymouth before it finally
left England. If it followed the common route of this period it possibly called
at Tenerife, Cape Verde Isles, Rio de Janeiro, Cape Town, and finally Port
Phillip, the whole voyage possibly taking about 7 months.

Nothing much is known about the early years, but the time seems to have
been spent in or around Melbourne, the earliest surviving letter from Uriah
to his father is dated 3 November 1845 from Gippsland, he says—'You will
be surprised to hear I have left Melbourne and now living 200 miles to the
south east', he carries on to describe his journey—'left Melbourne last
February with another... having about 310 head of cattle and 1800 sheep...
after 8 weeks on the roughest road in the colony the other party turned back'.
He describes having to swim the stock across 10 rivers including the Tarwin
'which was over 100 yards wide and very muddy', and that '50 cattle got
stuck and had to be hauled out by working bullocks'. He describes the country
'..the scrub which was very thick and sometimes higher than me and the
horse, interwoven with vines which made it difficult to get through'. At one
stage he had to abandon his stock and ride to find help.

He finally arrived and established a small property which he named
'Sunville' this property was sited just east of where the South Gippsland
Highway runs up to the town of Sale, it was on a small creek which ran into
Merriman Creek, this is still known as Hoddinott's Creek, and close by there
are some pits known as the Frome Holes. This property was capable of
supporting 500 head of cattle, the annual rent payable to the government
being £10. An early photograph shows the typical bark and sod house of the
Australian settler. Martha had been left with two children, in Melbourne, but
soon rejoined her husband, and a letter from her dated 25 October 1847
records the existance of four children, Ellinor, Martha Elizabeth, Joseph and
Emily Jane 'about 2 months old'. She mentions that the whole family have
had their share of sickness, including "—our eldest little girl Ellinor has met
with a very severe accident, being nearly burnt to death by her clothes taking
fire, she has been for seven weeks unable to move and requiring to be
attended both day and night". I am happy to report that Ellinor survived to
marry Robert W. Owens, son of Commissary-General of Tasmania and died
18th May 1919. Martha did NOT mention the birth and death of another
daughter Clara, this child was born in 1845 at 'Sunville' so Martha and
children must have joined Uriah soon after he had settled. Clara was buried
on the property.

The bark house was soon replaced by one made of weather-board and the
family lived here until 1868, during which time the following children were
added to the family:- Elizabeth Ann Ames, Harriet, Uriah, William Uriah,
Eva Susette, Henry Digby Dampier
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It had been planned to construct a masonary house, and the lime had been
dug, burnt and delivered to the site, but the family ran into financial trouble,
the property failed to sell on the 31 November 1868 and was taken over by
the bank. The house was shifted to another site, and was still standing after
WWII, but all trace of 'Sunville' including Clara's grave has disappeared.

Uriah appeared not to have lost everything, as he had another property at
Traralagon, and by 1878 he and Martha held about 1,700 acres to the south
of Bairnsdale, at Hoddinott's Point (now Point Fullarton), and Raymond
Island. Uriah died 5 October 1885, and Martha died 29 July 1894, they are
buried together in plot 525 of Bairnsdale Cemetary, their memorial stone
reads:
In Memory of URIAH HODDINOTT who died at Paynesville 4 October
1885 also his wife MARTHA who died at Tralalagon 29 July 1894 Gippsland
Pioneers of 1845 erected by their son JOSEPH.

THE HODDINOTT FAMILY A DEMOGRAPHY FROME
REGISTRATION DISTRICT 1838-1956

During the period 1 January 1838-31, December 1956, the total number
of Hoddinott births in the Frome Registration District, notified to the General
Registery Office, was 237, of these 142 were boys and 195 girls. This total
included 6 sets of twins; and 5 children were born to unmarried mothers.

The distribution of these births between the various parishes was:

The 232 legitimate births were divided between 60 families, the trades
of the fathers being divided as follows:

Beckington  3
Marston 9
Nunney 23

Frome 138
Norton 7
Wanstrow  17
Witham 38

Baker 1
Carpenter 1
Gardener 1
Milkman 1
Plasterer 1
Saddler 1
Tailor 1

Butchers 3
Dealer 2
Labourer 6
Miller 1
Publican 1
Shopkeeper 2
Farmer 38
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The largest family recorded was 17 children. At least 8 marriages were
between Hoddinott cousins of varying degress, and there is a strong
possibility that some wives who were from the Allard, Butler, Crees & White
families may also have been cousins.
Of the 237 children born, 37 died before the age of 1 year, and a further 12
died before the age of 10 years, in this registration district, of the remainder
only 59 are known to have remained in the area, others moved or were moved
as follows:

Berkshire 3 Bristol 2
Dorset 4 Glamorgan        11
Gloucester           3 Hants 10
Lancashire           1 London 12
Monmouth           1 Sussex 1
Wiltshire            11 Worcester           4
Yorkshire            5 Somerset           15
Argentina            3 Australia 5
Canada 1 N.Z. 3
U.S.A. 1

The movements of the remaining 35 individuals have yet to be determined.

P.Q.Hoddinott

THE FLORA OF FROME AND DISTRICT
by The Late Canon E.J. Bennett

Many members of the Society have shown a keen interest in flowering plants.
I could give a list of hundreds of species found in the locality, but this would
be of little value to the would-be botanist. Botany is essentially a do-it-
yourself interest, so I would like to suggest practical steps for pursuing the
hobby.
First provide yourself with a simple flora or book of flowers. The "Observer's
book of flowers" is admirable and the illustrations are clear. Then you need
a vasculum of sorts. Ideally it should be a tin container with a snap-to lid
and leather strap for slinging over the shoulder, but any tin will suffice
provided it is long enough to take the complete plant from flower to root. A
pair of small surgical forceps is useful for dissecting the specimens, and a
magnifying glass helps.
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Then go out on your expedition and gather a specimen of any plant you
do not know. Keep a note book for recording any such flower and it's habitat,-
viz. where it grows, (in open meadow, wood, marsh, clay, chalky or other
type of soil, or in water). If you think it is a rare plant, such as an uncommon
orchid, do not pick it. In another part of your note book record names of
plants you already know. The average botanist is an acquisitve creature who
likes to boast the number of plants he has found to date. On your return home,
hunt up your flowers in your flora and try to identify them.

Botany includes the study of plants under many headings, the most
important of which is ECOLOGY (from the Greek "oikos", home) which
covers the study of plants in relation to their environment. You will find that
plants are very "choosey" in deciding their homes, and they adapt themselves
skilfully to conditions of soil, water supply, altitude (exposure to winds),
temperature and availability of food salts in the soil essential for their nutrition.

I can deal only with the general character of the soil. In this respect we
are happily situated here in Frome, for we are within easy reach of many
varying strata of rocks (with their associated soils). We are in the middle of
the limestone combe country and plants abound which prefer a lime soil. A
walk through Vallis Vale will give you a wealth of lime-loving plants.
Equally, however, there are many lime-hating plants, and these you will find
on the green sandstone, as at Longleat (also the happy home of countless
lime-hating cultivated plants such as Rhododendrons and Azaleas). Where
the subsoil is pure chalk, as on Cley Hill or the south escarpment of Bidcombe
Hill, you will find other plants peculiar to this chalk environment.
If you like to take your cycle or car you can find, on the other side of
Glastonbury, as at Shapwick, peat moors. Should you find an area where
they are lifting the peat, it is as well to ask permission to roam around. There,
on the peat, plants have great nutritional problems. Lack of lime and other
salts in the water results in a deficiency of vital plant foods, especially
nitrates, so they must seek alternative sources, and this they find in decaying
animal matter from the insects which they catch. These are the so-called
"insectivorous" plants, such as Sundew, Butter-wort and Bladder-wort. Yet
again, if you are touring in South West Somerset you will find the various
heath plants of Exmoor, some of them rare.

It is a mistake to imagine that one can botanise only in summer. If you
decide on some form of herbarium (pressed flower collection) you can go
through your specimens in winter; if you are an artist you can make a scrap-
book of your own drawings and paintings of the plants. When out on a winter
walk keep your eyes open for the foliage of plants and the winter flowers of
Hazel, Willow and Poplar, i.e. Catkins. There is plenty of field-work, too,
in winter. One can study the development of tree buds, changes in bark
texture and pond plants.

The Society organises botanical rambles. I said earlier that I would not
bore you with long lists of plants, but I think it may be encouraging if I
append lists made by a member of our 1974 (Vallis) and 1975 (Bidcombe
Hill) walks.
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(a)  Vallis, in June (limestone). Buttercup, four different species, Greater
and Lesser Stitchwort, Common Daisy and Horse Daisy, Burnet
Saxifrage, Water-cress, Chervil, Earthnut, Wayfaring tree, Hawthorn,
Blackthorn, Spindle tree, Honeysuckle, Clematis, Forget-me-not,
Ground Ivy, Yellow Bedstraw, Lady's Bedstraw, Cleavers,
Crosswort, Dogwood, Elder, Wood Melick, Lesser Trefoil, Wild
Strawberry, Archangel (also known as Yellow Deadnettle), Comfrey,
Red Campion, Ragged Robin, Herb Robert Violet, Purple Cranesbill,
Chickweed, Meadow Clover, Cow Parsnip, Hemlock, Tufted Vetch,
Wood Sanicle, Moschatel, Golden Saxifrage, Butter-Bur (wrongly
called Wild Rhubarb), Burdock, Colt's Foot, Water Crowfoot, Wood
Spurge, Bugle, Spring Whitlow Grass, Water Parsnip, Pendulous
Sedge, Field Thistle, Speedwell, Windflower (Anemone), Primrose
and a rarish species, found to the great joy of Mr. Bowring, Cow
Wheat.

(b)  Bidcombe Hill, in June. Wood Avens, Cowslip, Silverweed,
Birdsfoot Trefoil, Spotted Orchid, Meadow Sweet, Garlic, Dog's
Mercury, Blackberry, Water Avens, Tway blade, Rockrose,
Milkwort, Salad Burnet, Wild Thyme, Dropwort, Field Sorrel, Wood
Sorrel, Yellow Pimpernel, Bluebell, Gorse, Carline Thistle, Cuckoo
Pint and Plantain.

As some of you go on your quest of the beautiful "flowers of the field" I
wish you "Good hunting".

MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS IN THE
CHURCH AND CHURCHYARD OF ST. MARY'S,

ORCHARDLEIGH, FROME

1. (A handsome ledger stone of black marble set in the floor of the
Champneys Chapel, the arms of Champneys, party per pale, or and
sable, a border engrailed and countercharged, a lion rampant gules,
impaling Hippisley sable, three mullets pierced in bend between two
bendlets or, deeply cut in a roundel).
Hie jacet Deborah uxor Johannis / Champneys Armigeri quae obijt/
(t) ricessimo die Septemb Ano Dom./ 1668
(Brass plaque in wooden frame in Champneys Chapel).
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2 THIS TABLET is placed to record the removal/of the mortal remains/ of
/ SIR THOMAS CHAMPNEYS BARONET/ to the family vault of a
long line of ancestors/ within this chapel/ from the parish church of
Exton, in Hampshire, wherein they had/ been inconsiderately deposited
by order of his executors./ The late baronet was the only surviving son
of Richard/ Chaundler Champneys, by Jane Swymmer his second wife,
eventually/ sole heiress to her brother Anthony Langley Swymmer, of
Mold/ in the county of Flint, and Nutts River, in the island of Jamaica./
Sir Thomas married early in life, Caroline Ann, elder daughter of
Richard Cox, Esq. of Quarley House in Hampshire, by Caroline 3rd.
daughter/ of Sir William Codrington ofDodington Park in
Gloucestershire, by whom he / had six children, one alone surviving
him: the present baronet/ THOMAS SWYMMER CHAMPNEYS, of
this place.

The late Sir Thomas served the office of High Sheriff for / the county
with great splendour in the year 1775. Was a magistrate/ and deputy
lieutenant of the same, he inherited very considerable estates from his
father and uncle in the several counties of Somerset, Hants, Wilts, /
Flint and Gloster, but from mismanagement by his guardians during
his minority/ and too easy and liberal a disposition through life no less
than six entire/manors with other property was alienated from the family
estates and / the Manors of Orchardleigh and Frome Selwood, and
certain estates/ attached thereto alone remained with the plantations in
Jamaica at his / decease. To record a possession in the same name and
family in regular/ descent from the Norman Conquest to the present
time.

Sir Thomas Departed this life at his / residence at Exton, after a most
severe and protracted/illness of some years duration. July 2nd. 1821./
AGED 76/ Requiescat in pace (on scroll)

3.  (Stone plaque on carved brackets in Champneys Chapel; Champneys
arms in top left hand corner.)
Within this vault beneath lie the Bodies of / Sir Thomas Champneys
kt. ob. 1506 & Dame Margaret his Wife ob. 1491. / Sir Henry
Champneys kt. eldest son Ob. 1570 & Dame Eliz. his Wife ob. 1580.
/ John Champneys Esq. ob. 1613 Joan his 1st Wife/ ob. 1601. Cecil 2d.
Wife ob. 1620./John Champneys Esq ob. 1640 & Honor his Wife/ ob.
1661./John Champneys Esq ob. 1672 & Joan his/Wife ob. 1684./ John
Champneys Esq ob. 1678 & Deborah his/ Wife ob. 1668. / John
Champneys, Esq. eldest son Ob. 1700/John Champneys Esq. ob. 1705
& Elizabeth his Wife/ ob. 1723./ Richard Champneys Esq (who was
21st in decent/from Sir Amian Champneys, Kt. Possessor of this Place/,
Anno Dommino 1131) ob. 1761. Sarah his 1st Wife/ ob. 1733 & Jane
his 2d Wife ob. 1752.

4.  (Marble plaque with relief of woman weeping over an urn, an anchor
behind her. Not signed but similar to plaque opposite to her daughter
by King & Son).
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Sacred to the Memory of DAME CAROLINE ANN CHAMPEYS/
Wife of SIR THOMAS CHAMPNEYS BART of this Place./ She
died at Rameceau in Picardy and was here buried. July 13 1791
Aged 41. / Also to three of their children RICHARD, LOUISA
ANN, and/ JOHN SWYMMER POWLETT CHAMPNEYS, who
died Infants.

5.  (Marble plaque showing a woman resting her elbow on a pillar.
Signed 'King & Son Londini fecit').

In affectionate remembrance of CAROLINE CHAMPNEYS/
eldest daughter of SIR THOMAS CHAMPNEYS BART, and/

DAME CAROLINE ANN his wife, who closed a life replete with /
every Virtue and was here buried April 28 1793. her remains/ were
conveyed from . Lisbon, where she died in the 22 year of her Age.
Yet shall not her belov'd remembrance sleep
Within the dark cold bosom of the Earth, Be
ours her transient date of Life to weep. But hers
to triumph in unfading worth. Which when
mortality's frail scene is o'er, And this vast
universe shall fade away, Will place her where
pale anguish groans no more Mid the bright
mansions of Eternal Day.

6.  (Marble Gothick plaque)
Sacred/ to the memory of / SIR THOMAS SWYMMER MOSTYN
CHAMPNEYS BART / who departed this life 21st. November 1839
/ in the 71st. year of his age./ Sir Thomas was twenty - fifth in lineal
descent from / the first possessor of ORCHARDLEIGH, and twenty
- third from Sir Amian Champneys, and his wife/ the LADY ANN
COURTENAY grand daughter maternally of LOUIS, KING OF
FRANCE./ The late baronet filled the office of / HIGH SHERIFF
OF SOMERSETSHIRE/ in the year 1800 with great magnifcence:
/ was DEPUTY LIEUTENANT, and/ for many years a most active
and popular/ MAGISTRATE of the COUNTY/ and through life
was a most generous, kind, and Liberal Friend of the Poor.
N.B. Before the restoration of Orchardleigh Church in 1879
numbers 4 and 5 were situated in the chancel on each side of the
east window. No. 6 was on the north wall of the nave. At the
restoration all mundane memorials were removed from the chancel.
(Slate tablet with fine lettering)

7.  In memory of / HENRY JOHN NEWBOLT/ poet/ Knight /
Companion of Honour/ 1862 - 1938/ and his wife MARGARET
EDINA / 1867 - 1960. / "Death is a gate, and holds no room within:
Pass - to the road beyond". (This is a quotation from Newbolt's
poem Mors Janua).
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8.  (Plain brass on wood mount with arms of Duckworth)
Sir George Duckworth/C.B., F.S.A. / Born 5th March 1868 / Died 27th
April 1934./ To few hath God in His great/ mercy allotted during Life
/ so much Interest, so much Affection and so much Happiness. G.D. In
abiding love and in fulfilment of his wishes / this inscription is placed
here by his wife Margaret/ and his sons Henry, Auberon and John.

9.  (Childish and sentimental art nouveau composition made up of coloured
tesserae within a rectangular alabaster frame. Three angels hold a scroll
inscribed 'Holy Holy Holy'. They are flanked by inscriptions 'As Thou
Wilt' and 'Risen with Christ'.)
In loving memory of Mary Campbell wife of / Major H.D. Olivier R.E.
and daughter of the Revd. W. Arthur and the Honble Edina Duckworth.
/ She died at Bombay on Easter Day 29 March 1891 aged 27.

CHURCHYARD
1. Tumulis sepulchralis / ad piam iure perenne memoriam/ Johnannis

Champneys armigeri/ qui coeleste suscepturus / mortalis indumentum
corporis/ sanctissime deposuit/ die Aprilis secundo / annoque humanae
/ MDCCV

St. Mary's, Orchardleigh, almost submerged in foliage and ivy, before the restoration of 1879. (National
Monuments Record).
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(This sepulchral mound preserves for ever, as it is right that it should
be, the sacred memory of John Champneys Esq. who, when he was
about to put on a heavenly body, laid down most devoutly the clothing
that was his mortal body, on the second day of April in the year of man's
salvation 1705. This is a ledger stone formerly part of a tomb chest; the
arms of Champneys deeply cut in a roundel)

2.  Esther Collins / 1840 - 1913/ Cornelius Collins / 1835 - 1926/ 58 years
churchwarden. (Ledger stone)

3.  In memory of Enos Halliday,/ of Whatcombe Farm/ Born June 19 1817/
Died Aug 23 1896./ Take ye heed, watch and pray; For ye know not
when the time is. [Signed: Chapman, Frome]

4.  George Land Goode / 1875 - 1959 / Butler at Orchardleigh House/ over
40 years/ to three generations/ of the Duckworth family. (Ledger stone).

5.  In memory of/ a dear husband/ and father/ WILLIAM JAMES
SCOVELL / Born 21st Feb 1908/ Died 1st June 1970./ Grant him eternal
peace./ Also/ a dear wife/ and mother/ DORIS MAY / Born 13th Nov.
1914 / Died 1st Feb 1980. (Ledger stone).

6.  In treasured memory of / Sheila Ann Button, / died 13th Aug 1944,
aged 5 months.

7.  Clifford [Frank Clifford Espin, buried 23.12.1937, aged 4]
8.  Alice Fowke / Feb 27th 1854 - Jan 4th 1954 / for more than 50 years

nurse and faithful friend/ to the Duckworth family.
9.  John Francis Holland/ "Darling Boy" / Born August 9 1906, died Sep

27 1906.
10.  Christopher Bernard Holland "Infinitely longed for, infinitely loved" /

Born July 20 1898, died Sep 24 1899.
11.  William Henry Peter Duckworth / Born January 6 1928 / Died June 11

1931.
12.  (Oak cross without inscription). [Frances Evelyn Duckworth died

24.2.1926]
13.  Henry Newbolt/ Poet/ 1862 - 1938.
14.  Margaret /his wife/ 1867 - 1960.
15.  In memory of / SOPHIE SENN/ Born at Zofingue Canton of Aagaue /

in Switzerland Dec 26 1828 / Died in Lullington March 22 1910/
Honoured for her piety, her/ character and her devotion./ She lived for
many years at Orchardleigh [as] governess and/ Friend in the Duckworth
family/ and was laid to rest here/ by them on Easter Eve. Blessed are
they that wait for Him.

16.  Arthur Campbell Duckworth / of Orchardleigh/ 1870- 1948/ and Viola
his wife / daughter of / Colonel Herbert David - Evans/ of Highmead,
Cardiganshire / 1872 - 1944.
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17.  EMILY CAROLINE ARBUTHNOT / Beloved wife of Vice Admiral
G.R./ Arbuthnot Passed from this/ life December 5th 1910 / Enter thou
into the joy of thy Lord / Also CHARLES RAMSAY ARBUTHNOT,
Admiral, of Selwood Lodge, Frome, At rest September 30th 1913.

18.  In / loving memory of/ Victor William White / 1903 - 1966/
churchwarden of Orchardleigh/ 1946 - 1966.

19.  In remembrance of our beloved father / Thomas Noakes, died 2nd/
December 1947 Aged 85 years.

20.  Walter & Annie Hendy. (Parish register, burials: Walter William
Hendy, 27th January, 1961, aged 83; Annie Hendy, 8th January, 1963,
aged 82.)

21.  In/ lov/ing/ memory of / Patrick Walsh / Died / April/ 21 / 1931 / Age/
5

22.  Suffer little children/ to come unto me/ In / loving memory / of/ George
William / Gravett / the beloved son of George & Margaret / Aldworth
/ who died February 10th 1909 / Aged 2 months.

23.  In loving memory of / Stella Valentina Moon Charles Herbert Moon /
3rd October 1975 22nd. March 1968/ Each died in their 83rd year.

24.  In loving memory of Charles White / of Brookover/ for 32 years
churchwarden/ of this church / Died Oct. 11th 1920 aged 60 years. /
"Thy will be done"./ Frances Eleanor, daughter of Charles and Fanny
White,/ died Oct. 5th 1895, Aged 10 weeks./ Also Fanny Jane White,
his wife, died Feb 1st. 1945. aged 79 years.

25.  In loving memory of/JESSIE CLEMINSHAW/ wife of Joshua Keene/
Born October 4th 1861 / Died January 26th 1901 / also 4th son / William
Edgar Keene / Born October 30th 1894 / went down with H.M.S. Queen
Mary / in the Battle of Jutland/ May 31st 1916. Also 3rd son / Robert
Charles Keene/ Born January 16th 1890 / Died March 14th 1918 /
Interred at Dalmeny Cemetery/ South Queensferry.

26.  Richard Martin / 6th Sept. 1921 / to/ 26th August 1979.
27.  James Henry Rousell/ Died August 15 1898 / Aged 39 years/ Lord have

mercy upon me./ In loving memory of / a dear mother/ Georgina
Rousell/ who passed peacefully away/ July 6 1940 aged 79 years./ At
peace with Christ.

28.  In memory of / Jane Carter/ who died Dec 23 1859/ Aged 7 weeks /
Joseph Carter/ who died Feb 25 1864 / aged 1 month/ Mary Carter /
who died June 17 1867 aged 16 years/ Jemina Carter / who died Dec
31st 1876 aged 22 years/ "He shall feed his flock like a shepherd / He
shall gather the lambs with his arms."

29.  Sacred/ to the memory of / Jane/ the beloved wife of/ George Mitchell/
who died Jan. 6th 1870/ aged 21 years./ Her end was peace./ Also of
Lillie Saunder Mitchell/ daughter of the above/ who died Jan. 2 1870
aged 9 weeks./ Also of Ellen Saunders/sister of Jane Mitchell/ and
daughter of / William and Charlotte Saunders/ who died Feb 11 1879
aged 12 vears.
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30.  Here are interred / William Wren / for 20 years coachman in / Mr.
Duckworth's family / and deservedly respected./ He died 19th April
1865 / Aged 59 years./ Also his daughter/ Ellen Wren/ who died 23rd
Oct. 1860 aged 23/ Also his son / Walter Wren/ who died 26th June
1864 / Also his wife/ Elizabeth Wren / wh died 12th April 1891/ Aged
81 years.

31.  In / loving Remembrance/ of/ MARTHA STARLING/ (of Abridge,
Essex)/ who died at Orchardleigh / July 24 1874 Aged 25./ Her sun is
gone down while it is yet day.

32.  In memory of/ANN KING/ a faithful and valued servant/ for 24 years/
in Mr. Duckworth's family./ She died at Orchard Leigh / 26th Feb 1868/
aged 33 years.

33.  Mary Grant/ (Betsy)/ for 30 years/ a faithful servant / at Orchard Leigh
House./ Died Dec 26 1899/ aged 77.

34.  Jesu Mercy./ In memory of / Frederick P.B. Chivers / who died Dec.
19 1903/ Aged 17 years. / Mabel Chivers/ who died Oct. 23 1896 /
Aged 16 years.

35.  In Affectionate memory/ of/ Arthur Duckworth/ of /
Orchardleigh/beloved husband/ of Mary/ 1901 - 1986./ And sleep at
last among/ the fields of home.

In the floor of the Champneys Chapel is part of a fine heraldic tombstone
lacking inscription but showing a worn coat - of - arms well carved.
Noteworthy is the helmet bearing a giant's torso (an alternative crest of
Champneys) and flowing mantling. The shield is divided into five
compartments with Champneys in the first. The second compartment appears
to show a bend between three griffins' heads erased; the third is a leopard's
head jessant de lis (for Branch), the fourth a chevron between three dolphins
embowed (for Leversedge or Wynslade) while the fifth might show three
horses heads.
The genealogical claims in some of the Champneys memorials must be
treated with caution.

M. McG. June
1986
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THE STORY OF MARSTON HOUSE

Michael McGarvie, The Book of Marston Bigot (Barracuda Books Ltd,
1987. Pp. 184, many illus. £15.95). Many of the readers of this review will
be familiar with the Barracuda style from the author's earlier Book of Frome,
arguably the most solid piece of work on a Somerset town in this series. The
present book is produced to the same pattern: the language is uncomplicated,
the presentation is straight-forward, chapter titles are short, snappy and often
alliterative and illustrations, including eight pages of colour plates, abound.
But, as with his Frome, so with his Marston Bigot, Mr. McGarvie gives
excellent value to the reader in providing a higher ratio of text to illustrations
than is normal in this series. Footnotes, too, are not part of the Barracuda
formula, but he has sought the best available compromise by adding at the
end, chapter by chapter, brief lists of both printed and manuscript sources
used. The presentations of text and illustrations is pleasing to the eye and up
to the usual Barracuda high standard, and the colour plates, in particular, are
crisp and well chosen.

The cover title, if read in isolation, might seem a little misleading, for even
the most patriotic inhabitant would not expect a parish of under 450 persons
in the 1851 census to be capable of sustaining a work of this size. This is
indeed so, and the answer lies in the book's secondary title: three introductory
chapters, which describe the origins and changing boundaries of the parish,
the medieval settlements and the troubled periods of Bigot and Stourton
ownership, serve as a preface to the main theme, The Story of Marston House
and the Earls of Cork and Orrery. From p. 37, where the house is introduced
and its early 17th century architectural origins discussed, followed a few
pages later by the acquisition in 1641 of manor, house and estate by the first
Earl of Cork for his third son, later to be created first Earl of Orrery, these
twin themes predominate. Subsequent references to the parish at large and
its inhabitants in general occur, perhaps not surprisingly, only as reflections
from the centre: viewed, for example, through the eyes and comments of the
steward in relation to the improvement of the estate's income or as recipients
of the philanthropy of the 19th century rector, the Revd Richard Boyle,
younger son of the 8th Earl, and his talented wife, Eleanor.

From 1641 Mr. McGarvie traces in chronological chapters successive
generations of the Boyle family, their lives, interests and achievements, their
fluctuating fortunes and the impact they made on Marston's architecture and
landscape. Among members of the family, several early Earls of Orrery (the
joint title, we learn, dates from the inheritance of the more senior Cork
earldom by the 5th Earl in 1753) were prominent in a variety of fields, without
being outstanding in any: the first Earl, soldier and dramatist and shrewd
survivor through both Commonwealth and restored monarchy; the fourth,
described in an obituary as a 'great virtuoso', perhaps signifying his general
interest in arts and science rather than 'full of learning' as Mr. McGarvie interprets
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it, but soldier also who fought at Malplaquet with Marlborough - his,
incidentally, was the name bestowed on the instrument which illustrates the
movement of the planets round the sun; and the fifth Earl, poet, patron, man
of letters and friend of Swift and Pope.

Marston House was used as a dower house in the late 17th and early years
of the 18th century for successive Countesses of Orrery, and perhaps because
of that was sadly neglected until the inheritance of the fourth Earl in 1714
and its establishment as the family's principal residence. He, his son and his
grandson in turn spent more money than possibly they could afford in
restoring, embellishing and extending the house and in laying out formal
gardens in one generation, only to sweep them away in another and replace
them with a more natural form. It was left to the long-lived 8th Earl, owner
for 58 years, to restore the family's wealth and improve the estate. In so doing,
he too left the house in a 'deplorable state', which his successor had to put
right. A double page spread inside the rear cover has a useful ground plan of
the house, with the various periods of building defined and distinguished.
The 5th Earl described Marston as 'the place I love best in the World', an
affection manifestly shared by successive generations - and well
demonstrated in this work - until the time of the 10th Earl. He did not care
for Marston and, as the entail had been broken, he had a free hand and was
able to sell house, contents and estate in 1905.

All this and much more Mr. McGarvie presents in fascinating detail with
a fluency and charm which makes light of the depth of painstaking research,
which has taken him over the years to many libraries and archive institutions
in this country, Ireland and the United States. In the process there has been
a steady flow from his pen of monographs and articles on specific aspects of
both house and family. These have now been developed and incorporated in
context in the present work, but keen readers of the earlier writings will from
time to time come upon a familiar paragraph or illustration.

The story of Marston House after 1905 could well have had a sorry ending,
for by the early 1970s demolition seemed the only answer. Public opinion,
in which the author's pen played its part, secured a stay in execution, but
could do nothing about its restoration. Salvation came from the late John
Yeoman and the firm of Foster Yeoman which bought the house and
immediately surrounding pleasure grounds in 1984 and whose mammoth
task of restoration, described in the book's final chapter, still continues. The
firm has also associated itself with Barracuda Books in the present publication
and thus in both respects can be seen, happily, to be continuing the tradition
of their noble predecessors. Michael McGarvie's lively and eminently
readable account does justice to all and will ensure that their endeavours at
Marston are not forgotten.

D.M.M. Shorrocks
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to 31st March 1988 and Balance Sheet as at that date from the accounting records
of The Frome Society for Local Study and from the explanations and information
supplied to us.

Court House,
King Street,
Frome,
Somerset BREND & LEE G.T . STEVENS
6th May, 1988 C H A R T E R E D A C C O U N T A N T S Hon. Treasurer



T H E F R O M E S O C I E TY F O R L O C A L S T U DY
I N C O M E A N D E X P E N D I T U R E A C C O U N T
F O R T H E P E R I O D 1st J A N U A R Y 1986 to 31st M A R C H 1988

I N C O M E Notes £ £
Surplus on Sale of Shares 1 3874.31
Subscriptions 1987/88 549.75
add Income T ax on Covenants 12.49 562.24

Sale of Publications 168.00
Lecture Fees 31.95
Dividends and Interest 1559.99
add Income T ax Credits Repayable 588.43 2148.42
Bank Deposit Interest 107.36
National Savings Account Interest 54.14
Outings and Christmas Dinner 2271.35
less Expenses 2335.00 (63.65)

Donations 138.75
7021.52

E X P E N D I T U R E

Cost of Publications 840.90
Insurance 35.00
Subscriptions 61.00
Postages, Stationery and Office Expenses 306.41
Room Hire 70.00
Grants and Donations 385.00
Accounts Honorar ium 50.00
Bank Charges 2.50 1750.81

EXC ESS OF I N C O M E O V E R E X P E N D I T U R E 5270.71



T H E F R O M E S OC I E T Y F OR L O C A L S T U DY
N O T E S F O R M I N G P A R T O F T H E A C C O U N T S
FOR T H E P E R I O D 1st J A N U A R Y 1987 to 31st M A R C H 1988

£ £

1. S U R P L U S ON SALE OF S HAR E S
4250 121/2P Ord. Lee (Arthur) & Sons
Sold 18/6/87 3356.34
Cost 1946.14 1410.20

£16600 3% Treasury Stock
Sold 17/11/87 15197.93
Cost 12733.82 2464.11

3874.31

2 . I N V E S T M E N T S A T C O S T
900 Ord. B.A.T . Industries 2028.99
300 Ord . Shell Transport & Trad ing 1939.35
2000 Ord . Edinburgh Investment Trust 1852.75
4000 Ord . Staveley Industries Pic. 2820.59
1200 Ord . Courtaulds Pic. 1667.49
£2100 10% C N V Loan Stock Hanson Trust 2541.07
1000 Ord . Hewitt (J) & Son Fenton Ltd. 2160.22
800 Ord . Crest Nicholson Pic. 2323.26
444 51/2 % C N V Pref. Crest Nicholson 444.00
£15500 8% Treasury Stock 15144.36

32922.08
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C. HOLLOWAY,

PRACTICAL HATTER
HATS for Walking, Riding, Driving;
HATS Dull Faces look alive in;
HATS for Youths, light, airy, dashing;
HATS for Men of Taste and Fashion;
HATS for Features Bright and Jolly;
HATS for Faces Melancholy;
HATS for Figures Broad and Burly;
HATS for Straight Hair and for Curly;
HATS for Travelling, Shooting, Sailing;
HATS Rain-proof, in Storms unfailing;
HATS for Spring, six styles together;
HATS for every kind of Weather;
HATS of Silk, Felt, Straw, and Beaver;
HATS that almost wear for ever ;
HATS for Spas, and Watering-places ;
HATS of styles to wear at Races ;
HATS with which a Room to enter;
HATS for Scores of Wild Adventures ;
HATS admired by every Woman;
HATS to Stand all kinds of Mauling;
HATS distinct for every Calling ;
HATS Light, Pliable, and Elastic;
HATS less Flexible and Plastic ;
HATS of Quiet Styles, for Pastors ;
HATS Round-Crowned, your knowing " Castors;"
HATS to suit each Race and Nation ;
HATS Unmatched for Ventilation ;
HATS for Young Men and for Children;
HATS of Beauty quite Bewildering ;
HATS that Boys and Misses sigh for;
HATS, in fact, that Babies cry for.

  C. HOLLOWAY, MARKET PLACE, FROOME.
Scarfs, Neckties, and Braces, in great variety.

Hats Cleaned and Altered to the present fashion, at
C.HOLLOWAY'S.



F R O M E S O C I E T Y F O R L O C A L S T U D Y
Publications

1971 The Poet of Beckington (Samuel Daniel) 10p.
W es tbarn Grange, part 1 (Witham Friary)* 20p.
Postlebury Hill, Cloford 10p.

1972 W estbarn Grange, part 2 20p.
Silbury and W ansdyke*

1973 T h e Making of Frome (Reprinted in paperback, 1985, £3.50).
Gare Hill*
Nunney: An Historical Sketch*

1974 Bellerica Farm (Upton Noble) 50p.
A History of Mells*

1976 Light in Selwood (St. J o h n ' s Church , Frome) £1.00p.
1982 The Sheppards and Eighteenth Centu ry Frome* £1.50p.

Frome through the Ages: An Anthology in Prose and V erse £4.00p.
1984 Cr ime and Punishment in Regency Frome:

The Diaries of Isaac Gregory £3.50p.
1985 Sir Henry Newbolt and Orchardleigh £2.00p.
1987/88 T h e Frome Society Y ear Book, V olumes I & II £3.00p.

In Preparation

Memoirs of a Somerset Y eoman: Richard White of Mells

Frome Historical Research Group: Monographs and Maps
1978 The Bounds of Selwood 50p.

A Plan of Frome 1774 £1.00p.
M a p of the Hundre d of Frome with notes
Public Buildings in Frome: Plans in 1774 25p.

1979 Argyll House, Frome: A Family and Architectural History £1.00p.
M a p of Frome and District before c.1750 75p.

1981 Wi tham Friary: Church and Parish* £1.50p.
1983 Frome Street and Place-Names £2.00p.
1984 A Glossary of Building T e rm s used in England from the

conquest to c.1550, by Eric Gee £6.00p.

1987 Notes towards a History of Gardening at
Marston House, 1660—1905 £2.00p.

Re-prints

1982 Eleanor V ere Boyle: Artist and Illustrator (Mars ton Bigot) £1.50p.
T h e Church T owers of Somerset £1.00p.

1983 J o h n Strachey, F .R .S . , and The Antiquities of Wessex in 1730*
(Mells, Elm and Buckland Dinham).

The Duckworths and The Building of Orchardleigh House £1.50p.

1985 St. Aldhelm, by H . M . Porter £1.00p.

* Out of print
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